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Hurricanes are considered one of the most destructive and costly events, posing a
significant threat to coastal communities and infrastructures, across the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
of the U.S. This devastating phenomenon is an extreme weather event, and its intensity is known
to be impacted by environmental parameters such as sea surface temperature. Due to the
predicted increase in the sea surface temperature associated with climate change projected, the
intensity of future hurricanes is expected to increase substantially. Additionally, the continued
population growth of coastal regions and the accompanying increase in the number of residential
buildings is increasing the potential vulnerability level of coastal communities. Hence, an
increase in hurricane wind intensity due to the impact of climate change is expected to lead to
higher structural damage and loss accrued within a region. Additionally, based on historic
natural hazard events, it has been observed that the behavior of individuals as well as the social
impacts of hurricanes on a community during and after hurricanes vary significantly. All these
facts signify the importance and the necessity of a holistic framework that predicts the losses
and social implications of intensified future hurricanes due to the impact of climate change in
terms of physical, economic, and social metrics. This research presents a framework for

LY

socioeconomic vulnerability assessment of residential buildings subjected to hurricane hazards
considering the impact of climate change. Additionally, an evaluation of the efficiency and the
lifecycle cost-effectiveness of several component-based wind retrofitting measures for woodenframe residential buildings in the future is done. Such a framework that evaluates the effectiveness
of different retrofitting strategies in terms of physical, economic, and social metrics could potentially
provide tangible evaluation and valuable insight to stakeholders and decision makers at the local and
federal level in the allocation of limited resources and prioritizing future efforts to improve the
resiliency of regions and counties against intensifying hurricane hazards. 
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research Motivation
Hurricanes are one of the most devastating natural hazards in the United States, threatening
communities, ecosystems, and infrastructures. Hurricanes have caused average normalized damage
of US$ 10 billion annually in the continental US over the past century (Pielke Jr et al. 2008). The
average annual hurricane loss from 1900 to 2017 is estimated to be approximately US$ 17 billion,
normalized with respect to socio-economic conditions of the year 2018, for the continental United
States (Weinkle et al. 2018). Additionally, Over 40% of the US population (over 128 million
people) live on coastal shorelines prone to hurricanes (see, Figure 0.1), and their contribution to the
US economy is over US$ 9 trillion (NOAA 2021a). It is estimated that approximately 40% of
Americans living in coastal counties are susceptible to an elevated coastal hazard risk in the near
future (NOAA 2021b). Meanwhile, light-frame wooden structures represent the majority of the
residential buildings in the United States (Amini and van de Lindt 2014; Masoomi et al. 2018;
Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017). This type of construction is vulnerable to intense winds, and the
damage due to excessive wind pressure represents a significant portion of the loss caused by
hurricanes (Abdelhady et al. 2022).
There have been more destructive and intense hurricanes, recently (e.g., Irma (2021), Laura (2020),
Michael (2018), Harvey (2017), and Irma (2017)) that have ravaged the coastal areas of the US (the
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Gulf of Mexico in particular), causing extensive damage to infrastructures and loss of lives. The
2021 hurricane season is considered the fourth costliest tropical cyclone season on record with over
US$ 70 billion in damage and 161 fatalities (NOAA 2022).
Hurricanes present two extreme hazards to coastal communities: intense winds and inundation
mainly due to storm surge. Some of the costliest hurricanes in US history were Category 4 or 5
upon landfall based on the Saffir-Simpson scale (Simpson and Saffir 1974), and the extensive
damage they caused was mostly due to intense winds (e.g., Hurricane Michael in 2018). However,
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, which is to date the costliest hurricane in US history, was a Category 3
upon landfall (Cui and Caracoglia 2016). Unlike some other hurricanes, the significant portion of
the damage and loss due to Katrina is directly linked to coastal inundation due to storm surge
(Apivatanagul et al. 2011; Phan et al. 2007). The simultaneous occurrence of these two events could
trigger further risk and damage to the community such as flooding, tree fall, damage to crops and
livestock, etc. Further, the interaction of these two hazards could lead to combined loss to structures

Persons Per Square Mile

on a greater level compared to when individual events occur, separately.

500

400
300
Inland Counties

200

Coastal Shoreline Counties

100
0
1970

1980

1990 2000
Year

2010

2020

Figure 0.1 Population Density change in coastal counties and inland counties from 1970 to 2020

Current design guidelines such as ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2017) specify design wind speeds for
structures and infrastructures. These wind speeds are based on hurricane and non-hurricane wind
speeds that are estimated for each region in form of wind speed maps corresponding to occupancy
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category of the structure. The hurricane wind speeds are based on the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation model that simulates hurricanes based on the recorded hurricane data from 1990 to 2006.
In the method developed by Vickery et al. (2009) which is the same method used by guidelines
such as ASCE7-16, the intensity of the hurricane is measured by their central pressure which is a
function of climatic parameters, most importantly, sea surface temperature (SST). However, the
provided design wind speeds are based on statistical data derived from recorded historical
hurricanes (ASCE 2017; Vickery et al. 2009). These simulated hurricanes are modeled after the
past hurricanes and using recorded climate parameters such as sea surface temperature (SST),
relative humidity, environmental wind shear. They do not consider any possible changes in the
intensity and frequency of hurricanes and the consequent increase in wind loads due to changing
climatic conditions in the future. Further, the current flood risk maps from the U.S. Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) do not account for the impact of climate change on
storm-induced surge and sea level rise on future surge and flooding hazard (Marsooli et al. 2019).
Meanwhile, the threat of hurricanes is ever growing due to climate change (Contento et al. 2019;
Forati and Ghose 2021; Liu 2014; Pant and Cha 2018). Reports from the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) show that the period between 1983 to 2012
was the warmest 30-year period of the last 1400 years, and this trend is expected to continue in the
future (IPCC 2013). In fact, the earth’s global mean surface air temperature in 2020 was 1.76 °F
(0.98 °C) above the 20th century average, making 2020 the second warmest year ever, followed by
2019 (NOAA 2021b; Sánchez-Lugo et al. 2018), see Figure 0.2. The projected climate change
scenarios of IPCC show moderate to significant increase in sea surface temperature (SST) in the
future, which would result in more destructive and intense hurricanes (Emanuel et al. 2006; Lee
and Ellingwood 2017; Mudd et al. 2014). While there have been few studies on the effect of climate
parameters such as SST and the impact of temperature variation on hurricane intensity and
frequency, there is still a lack of thorough research due to the inherent uncertainty in the process as
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well as insufficient historic records that are available and the current models are based on. As the
amount of recorded data increase, the accuracy of the currently employed methods will improve
which would lead to precise estimations and projections of the future hurricane scenarios.

Mean Global Surface Temperature Change (°C)
5
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Figure 0.2 Global annual mean surface air temperature changes (relative to 1986-2005) from
CMIP5 models and RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 scenarios

Future climate conditions depend on radiative forcing, defined as the balance between incoming
and outgoing radiation (Edwards 2013). Future radiative forcing depends on several factors, such
as policies adopted to control the emission of greenhouse gases, population growth, and economic
development. These factors introduce uncertainty in predicting future anthropogenic forcing levels
(Salman et al. 2020). As such, the impact of future human driving factors of climate is usually
modeled using a scenario approach. The IPCC developed four future climate scenarios termed
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) to investigate the impact of the human-made
forcing on climate (IPCC 2013). The RCPs (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) represent total radiative
forcing by the end of the 21st century compared with the year 1750. For example, RCP 8.5
represents a high level of radiative forcing (8.5 W m2 ) by the year 2100. RCP 2.6 represents a low
forcing level, and RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 exhibit medium stabilized future climate scenarios (Moss et al.
2010). In some of the studies available in the literature, the RCP 8.5 is referred to as worst-case
scenario. It is observed that the predicted changes in the climatic parameters are not uniform across
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the globe. The inconsistent changes in the sea surface temperature (SST) are observable from
Figure 0.3, where the average recorded SST and the predicted SST under the high emission scenario
of RCP 8.5 is presented.
°C

Figure 0.3 Reported average sea surface temperature for the year 2020 (Left) and the predicted
future average sea surface temperature for RCP 8.5 for the year 2100 (Right)
The IPCC emission scenarios (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) represent four possible total radiative
forcing by the end of the 21st century compared with the year 1750 (IPCC 2013). RCP 2.6
represents a scenario in which mitigation actions are taken, leading to a very low forcing level that
peaks and declines before 2100. RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 are stabilization scenarios where radiative
forcing stabilizes by 2100 for RCP 4.5 but does not peak for RCP 6.0. RCP 8.5 is a scenario with
very high greenhouse gas emissions meant to represent a high-risk future. Such a scenario-based
approach is warranted because future climate will depend on policies adopted to control the
emission of greenhouse gases, population growth, and economic development. The scenario-based
approach does not consider the likelihood of the various scenarios. While such an approach is
appropriate for impact assessment, as done in this chapter, it may be inappropriate for climate
adaptation decisions as it does not capture the associated relative risk of the various scenarios (New
et al. 2007). Many past studies on the impact of climate change on natural hazards tend to consider
the most extreme emission scenario, mainly in an attempt to reduce computational effort. However,
the most extreme scenario might not be the most plausible (Hausfather and Peters 2020). To be
able to account for all possible outcomes in the future due to the uncertainty as to which climate
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scenario will be occurring, it is required to study all available scenarios for the estimation of the
risk and hazard.
Recently, there has been further interest amongst researchers on the hurricane risk mitigation and
optimization of the preventive measures against damage and loss due to intense winds (Dong and
Frangopol 2017; English et al. 2017; Jasour et al. 2018; Orooji et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2021).
However, most of the current performance assessment studies for buildings under hurricane threat
assume that the wind speeds are stationary with time and do not consider the potential impact of
climate change (Knutson et al. 2010; Liu 2014; Mudd et al. 2014; Pant and Cha 2018). Among the
available studies on climate change, Bjarnadottir et al. (2011) projected an up to 10% in hurricane
wind speeds in 50 years. As a result, the frequency and the intensity of climate-dependent natural
disasters such as hurricanes are expected to increase substantially in the future (Barbato and
Esmaeili 2019; Contento et al. 2019; Hallegatte 2007; Knutson et al. 2010; Pant and Cha 2019;
Walsh et al. 2016).
The vulnerability of wooden light-frame structures to intense wind is another topic that has received
increasing attention throughout the years. More recently, Abdelhady et al. (2022) provided a
probabilistic methodology that performs a fragility analysis of residential wooden buildings
subjected to hurricane winds. The majority of the available literature is mainly focused on structural
performance, fragility analysis at component-level and building-level, and loss assessment under
hurricanes wind hazard (Ellingwood et al. 2004; Emanuel et al. 2006; Li and Ellingwood 2009;
Pant and Cha 2019; Pinelli et al. 2004; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017; Wang and Rosowsky 2018)
Retrofitting critical components of residential structures against natural hazards such as hurricanes
will improve the performance and resilience of a community (Liu et al. 2021). There have been few
studies that have addressed the quantification and effectiveness of different mitigative and adaptive
measures against hurricane hazards specifically intense winds (Dong and Frangopol 2017;
Masoomi et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2021). However, only a few studies have considered retrofit
6

planning based on effectiveness of different strategies with consideration of potential constraints
such as limited resources. Furthermore, where an optimum solution is achieved, only economic
implications in terms of monetary loss due to physical damage and the mitigated loss are
considered. Little attention has been focused on studying the potential impact of climate change on
social vulnerability metrics and non-monetary aspects (Pant 2019). Based on the limited studies on
social implication of natural hazards on different demographics within a community, it is clear that
such events do not have a uniform and equal impact on every individual, rather the behavior of
certain demographic groups in a hurricane-struck community varies significantly based on their
social characteristics. The demographics that are more susceptible to natural hazards include
children, the elderly, households where English isn't the primary language, and those in poverty.
Furthermore, some studies found out that non-whites have difficulties to evacuate following a
hurricane and suffer higher job losses (Chaganti and Waddell 2015).

1.2 Impact of climate change on hurricane hazard
The global mean surface temperature has been on an increasing trend since 19th century and the
projections based on different climate scenarios show that the increasing temperature persist with
varying degrees (IPCC 2013; IPCC 2019). Due to multiple parameters that play a role in possible
temperature changes in the future such as greenhouse gas emission rate and natural influence (e.g.,
volcanic activity, changes in sun’s intensity and ocean circulation pattern changes), as well as future
actions and policies to be enacted in the future by governments around the globe, it is unclear and
uncertain as to what would be the exact projections of the temperature around the globe. For this
purpose, the IPCC provides different climate scenarios that account for specific conditions that
might be met for that climate scenario to occur which are in terms of RCPs discussed above. Table
0.1 shows the IPCC projected change in global mean surface air temperatures and sea surface
temperatures relative to the 1986-2005 period (IPCC 2019). Note that for sea surface temperature,
only projections for RCP 2.6 and 8.5 are provided by the IPCC.
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The likelihood of the various IPCC emission scenarios has been a subject of much discussion.
Rogelj et al. (2016) assessed the effect of current Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
(INDCs) of countries outlining their post-2020 climate action and concluded that a median surface
temperature warming of 2.6-3.1℃ is expected by 2100. Compared to the IPCC projections in Table
0.1, it indicates that a scenario in between RCP 6.0 and 8.5 is likely. Some researchers have argued
that the RCP 8.5 scenario is more likely than originally thought because of factors such as the
release of greenhouse gases from thawing permafrost, which are larger than currently estimated
(Lenton et al. 2019; Peters et al. 2013). Other researchers have argued that the RCP 8.5 scenario is
becoming increasingly implausible. Hausfather and Peters (2020) argued that RCP 8.5 is
increasingly implausible because (i) it will require a fivefold increase in coal use, which is highly
unlikely, and (ii) the cost of clean energy sources will continue its falling trend.
Table 0.1 IPCC projected change in global mean surface air temperatures and sea surface
temperatures relative to the 1986-2005 period
2031-2050

Global mean surface
temperature change (ºC)

Global mean sea surface
temperature change (ºC)

2081-2100

Scenario

Mean

Likely range*

Mean

Likely range*

RCP 2.6

0.9

0.5-1.4

1.0

0.3-1.7

RCP 4.5

1.1

0.7-1.5

1.8

1.0-2.6

RCP 6.0

1.0

0.5-1.4

2.3

1.4-3.2

RCP 8.5

1.4

0.9-1.8

3.7

2.6-4.8

RCP 2.6

0.64

0.33-0.96

0.73

0.20-1.27

0.60-1.29

2.58

1.64-3.51

RCP 8.5
0.95
* Likely range indicates 5-95% confidence interval.

As it was previously discussed, the central pressure of a hurricane which is an indication of its
intensity, is a function of the sea surface temperature (SST). Furthermore, since hurricanes and
tropical storms are atmospheric phenomena, their formation is affected by the climatic parameters
such as warm water and low wind shear (NOAA 2021a). As a result, it is expected that the
occurrence rate of hurricanes (frequency) will be affected by future climate change. There have
been a number of studies that have investigated the impact of climate change on hurricane
8

frequency. Table 0.2 provides a brief review of the available literature regarding the impact of
climate change on hurricane frequency and intensity. As it can be observed from Table 0.2, a few
studies have projected an increase in frequency of future hurricanes considering the impact of
different climate change scenarios with varying degrees (Bender et al. 2010; Chauvin et al. 2006;
Mudd and Vickery 2015; Oouchi et al. 2006). On the contrary, some studies showed a decrease in
frequency of hurricanes in the future (Knutson et al. 2008; Semmler et al. 2008; Sugi et al. 2009;
Zhao et al. 2009)
Since reliable historic records of hurricanes are only available after late1950s (lunch of the first
climate satellites), many researchers argue the completeness of the available data on hurricane
frequency in regard to missing hurricane data or inaccurate readings of hurricane reporting ships
and other observational and recording restrictions prior to the satellites (Pant and Cha 2019).
Meanwhile, some researchers devised different methodologies to account for the missing data in
the hurricane database (HURDAT). For example, Mann and Emanuel (2006) used the adjusted
database to account for the missing data by comparison of pre-aircraft reconnaissance era to recent
data from 1944-2006 to estimate number of storms missed from HURDAT. While they found out
that an undercount of 1.2 TC per year is observed from HURDAT, the frequency of tropical storms
still followed an increasing trend. Meanwhile, Knutson et al. (2010) and Vecchi and Soden (2007)
found no significant changes due to climate change. Furthermore, some studies showed that a
decrease in frequency due to climate is expected, however an increase in occurrence of high
intensity storms are anticipated (Bender et al. 2010; Knutson et al. 2008; Knutson et al. 2015). A
1ºC increase in SST would result in a 31% increase in the global frequency of strong cyclones
based on the results from Elsner et al. (2008). Since there is no clear census observed amongst the
available literature, the effect of climate change on the frequency of future hurricanes is
inconclusive.
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Table 0.2 Summary of research on the impact of climate change on hurricane intensity and
frequency (only research that provides numerical values under specific emission scenarios are
reported)
Reference

Emission
scenario

Region/ basin

Change in
Frequency

Change in
Intensity

Mudd et al. (2014)
Mudd et al. (2014)
Cui and Caracoglia (2016)
Cui and Caracoglia (2016)
Chauvin et al. (2006)
Chauvin et al. (2006)
Oouchi et al. (2006)
Bengtsson et al. (2007)
Knutson et al. (2008)
Semmler et al. (2008)
Zhao et al. (2009)
Sugi et al. (2009)
Vecchi and Soden (2007)

RCP 8.5
RCP 8.5
RCP 4.5
RCP 8.5
A2
B2
A1B
A1B
A1B
A2
A1B
A1B
A1B

US Northeast
US Northeast
US East Coast
US East Coast
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin

+50%
+25%
-20 to +15%
+55%
-25%
+18%
+34%
-8 to -13%
-27%
-13%
-1 to -62%
-37 to +58%
-

+20%
+15 to +25%
-10 to +12%
+25%
+11.2%
0%
0%
+2.9%
+4%
-8 to +4.6%

Some studies have considered the effect of climate change on the intensity of future hurricanes and
its probable effect on the related hazards (wind and storm surge). Mudd et al. (2014) compared
simulated hurricanes for the year 2100 under the RCP 8.5 scenario with simulated hurricanes for
the year 2005 to investigate the effect of changes in SST on hurricane wind hazard. The authors
concluded that more intense hurricanes are expected by the end of the 21st century, leading to
higher structural design wind speeds. Knutson et al. (2015) projected an increase of up to 11% in
wind speed by the end of the 21st century around the globe based on the RCP 4.5 scenario. Elsner
et al. (2008) found out that a 1ºC increase in SST would lead to 1.9 ± 2.9m/s in the value of 80 th
percentile for the wind speeds. NOAA (2021b) had also found that the intensity of tropical cyclones
globally will likely increase on average by 1-10% for an average 2ºC increase in global temperature.
A separate study by Lin et al. (2010) shows that due to increase in the intensity of future hurricanes,
the occurrence of 100-year storms in New York may change to an occurrence once every 3 to 20
years considering climate change. Marsooli et al. (2019) found that the 100-year flood will become
an annual occurrence for the mid-Atlantic region and a 1-30-year occurrence for the Gulf of Mexico
10

by the end of the 21st century due to climate change. Similar studies based on projected future
climate have found an increase in hurricane intensity and related hazards with increased average
SST (Emanuel 2008; Knutson et al. 2010; Pant and Cha 2018; Walsh et al. 2016). Accordingly, it
is observed that most studies agree that the intensity of hurricane will increase due to future climate
change which leads to an increase in corresponding major hazards such as wind and storm surge.

1.3 Hurricane loss estimation and retrofitting measures
As it was discussed previously, due to urbanization, the number of residents and residential
buildings in coastal areas has increased significantly. An increase in population of a region is
followed by expansion in infrastructures systems since the demand level has been increased.
Meanwhile, due to the impact of climate change that leads to the increase in sea surface
temperature, the intensity (and possibly frequency) of future hurricanes is expected to increase
which would result in an increase in hurricane threat and loss. The available literature on the loss
and damage estimation of hurricanes is mostly focused on the intense wind damage to the
residential buildings. For example, Emanuel (2011) has predicted that the accumulated hurricane
damage due to wind speed increase will be almost doubled in 2100 for A1B climate scenario
compared to 2000. A synthetic hurricane ensemble for the US Atlantic and Gulf coast regions has
been presented by Hallegatte (2007) that considers a 10% increase in the intensity of hurricanes.
This study predicts that the annual hurricane damage will increase by 54% in the future. Similarly,
Li et al. (2016) investigated the impact of climate change and corresponding wind speed changes
to the damage caused by hurricanes and found out that an annual 5% increase in wind speed would
lead to a 10% increase in annual probability of failure in the next 50 years for Miami-Dade County
in Florida. Simulated hurricanes under climate condition of RCP 8.5 for the year 2100 has been
presented in a study by Wang and Rosowsky (2018). Using a loss estimation tool developed by
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) called HAZUS-MH, the loss for Charleston, SC
was projected to be significantly higher for future climate compared to the current status.
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Furthermore, some studies have investigated the spatial variation of the SST on hurricane intensity
and damage across the Atlantic and Gulf Coast regions to compare the impact of climate change
for different regions. For example, Liu (2014) used the Empirical Track Modeling (ETM)
developed by Vickery et al. (2009) to investigate the impact of climate change on the possible
changes in intensity and frequency of future hurricanes for different study sites such as New
Orleans, Miami, Charleston and New York. An approximately 9-19 m/s increase in design wind
speed with 1700 return period was estimated for these regions for the RCP 8.5 climate scenario, by
the end of the century. Significant increase in the hurricane damage for 300- and 700-year intervals
are also observed for these regions. Bjarnadottir et al. (2014) also estimated the hurricane loss and
cost by the year 2100 for the RCP 8.5 for three locations (Miami-Dade, Galveston and New
Hanover). They have predicted a 18%, 25% and 30% increase in annual damage due to a 10%
increase in wind speed for the above-mentioned counties, respectively.
The study by Kakareko et al. (2017) found that the main failure mode that often leads to complete
breach of the structures envelope and hence, further damage especially to the interior and content,
is the failure of roof-to-wall connections. Hardening, retrofitting and mitigative measures are
considered as an effective approach to reduce the hurricane-induced damage to a structure. The
assessment of the benefits and effectiveness of mitigation rely on insurance claims and loss/damage
data available from historic hurricanes (Mishra et al. 2019). However, due to the limited number
of historic hurricane events and a large level of uncertainty involved in building performance, it is
often not possible to show the significance and benefits of these actions. As a results, researcher
often rely on physics-based failure prediction functions for different structural components. It is
estimated that more than 80% of the total building stock in the US and more than 90% of residential
buildings in North America are employing wood-frames. These structures are light and often not
engineered and as a result are vulnerable to wind damage (van de Lindt and Dao 2009). In wind
engineering, the fragility function (the conditional probability of failure for a given load) is
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commonly used to model the variation in failure occurrence under wind loads. When the wind
pressure exceeds the capacity of the component for a given mode, failure is assumed to occur. In
a study by Masoomi et al. (2018) the performance of different components of wood-frame
residential buildings and possible performance enhancements and mitigation measures are studied
to provide damage fragilities of the buildings against wind hazard. These fragility curves can be
used to provide a probabilistic assessment of building performance under wind hazards as well as
providing an insight into the effectiveness of available retrofitting strategies for resilience projects.
Similar studies in which a structural vulnerability function for buildings subjected to wind hazard
have also been developed (Ellingwood et al. 2004; Lee and Rosowsky 2005; van de Lindt and Dao
2009).
Furthermore, optimization of maintenance strategies based on condition and age under current
climate have been studied extensively in reliability engineering literature (Ellingwood and Wen
2005; Grall et al. 2002; Mishra et al. 2019). In structural engineering, the expected life-cycle cost
is formulated to determine the optimal design parameters against natural hazards. The performancebased design (PBD) allows the determination of building design and mitigation measures to
optimize the structural performance during the design lifespan. This method is the basis of many
standards for structural design such as minimum design load for structures (ASCE 2017). While
there have been studies focused on the optimization of retrofitting, majority of these studies have
used time-invariant fragility curves in the life-cycle cost calculations or assumed the stationary
hazard curve that is unaffected by the future climate and basically based on the current hazard
profile. For example, Bjarnadottir et al. (2014) calculated the cost-effectiveness of adaptation
strategies using deterministic cost-benefit analysis. However, they did not consider the wind hazard
as a function of climate change for the future. Similarly, Unnikrishnan and Barbato (2016) studied
the effectiveness of different storm mitigation approaches using a performance based cost-benefit
analysis for residential buildings without considering climate change. Extremely few studies have
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investigated the effect of time-variant hurricane intensity and frequency on building damage and
possible mitigation approaches to identify optimal adaptation strategies in a lifecycle context
specially on a large scale. Dong and Frangopol (2017), provided performance assessment and
optimization process under hurricanes by incorporating possible climate scenarios. However, in
this study, only economic loss and monetary damage has been considered and the hurricane hazard
is not modeled as a function of SST. Consequently, there is an urgent necessity for an investigation
of building performance under the impact of climate change considering multiple criteria and nonmonetary metrics.

1.4 Socio-economic criteria and population vulnerability metrics
We are currently experiencing the initial impacts of climate change around the globe specifically
regarding climate related disasters. The last four years are considered amongst the top five most
expensive years on record for weather- and climate-related disasters in the US (NOAA 2021a).
These loss and damage are mainly consisted of repairs to damaged infrastructures, cascading
impact of forced relocation and subsequent rehousing and loss of business revenue (Field et al.
2022). The instability of societies that follows the occurrence of a natural disaster, is greatly
impacting our notions of performance, maintenance and reliability that has been historically defined
for civil engineering projects (Field and Look 2018). Current codes and guidelines do not reflect
the interdependence of our infrastructure systems as it is a complex problem with increasing level
of uncertainty involved. The interdependence of infrastructure systems and their embeddedness
within communities is signified further when considering the concept of resilience, since
withstanding disruptions alone is not sufficient anymore when an infrastructure cannot maintain its
role in the community. To date, the considered metrics in standardized civil engineering procedures
and guidelines is often related to physical properties such as strength capacity, maximum load, or
number and width of lanes. While meeting the requirements from these metrics are a necessity, it
is not enough for engineers as they also must contribute to sustainable development and resilience
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of the community while considering equity and justice amongst the community that they serve and
support. Natural disasters can act as stressors towards the community that is struck, which would
lead to failure or disruption of services that enable everyday life. However, the impact of these
severe stressors are often disproportional, having a further aggravating effect on the vulnerable and
disadvantaged (Chang 2016). As a result, further incorporation of socioeconomic metrics when
considering resilience and vulnerability of civil engineering projects is critical.

1.5 Critical Appraisal of Existing Literature
From the review of the existing literature, it is noted that even though there are some studies that
have addressed the impact of climate change on hurricane hazards, there is still a necessity for a
thorough study and assessment of wind and storm surge risk across different regions that considers
all the possible future scenarios as there is a level of uncertainty on which climate scenario would
be occurring by the end of the century. Also, due to the spatial variation of SST across the Atlantic
basin, the impact on hurricane risk across the different regions would vary by different degrees.
Considering the variation in SST and the consequent impact on hurricane risk is critical to ensure
that currently low-risk regions that may experience a significant increase in future hurricane risk,
understand and prepare for such an increase.
Moreover, due to the inherent uncertainties involved in hurricane risk assessment, detailed analysis
considering these sources of uncertainties could lead to more accurate estimates of threats to coastal
communities. Additionally, to account for the effect of climate change on hurricanes, a framework
for risk analysis needs to consider two fundamental hazards associated with hurricanes: wind and
storm surge. These two hazards are responsible for a great portion of loss associated with hurricanes
across the Atlantic basin. The combined effect of more extreme hurricane winds and increased risk
of inundation from storm surges that are exacerbated by the sea level rise (SLR) will result in severe
losses for coastal communities in the future. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the impact of
climate change on hurricane wind and surge hazards and the relationship between them and
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quantify the projected future changes to make well-informed decisions regarding community and
infrastructure design, resilience, risk assessment, disaster preparedness, and post-disaster recovery.
Further, the previous studies associated with climate change were mostly focused on the capturing
the impact of changing climate on hazard and risk level, and little attention has been given to
structural adaptation. Most of the current structural performance assessment under hurricanes
assumed that wind speeds are stationary with time without considering the climate change effects.
To be able to provide an accurate estimation of the damage and loss as well as evaluation of the
performance of the current design, the nonstationary aspect of the wind climatology which is
directly affected by the intensity of hurricanes, a function of changing climate, should be further
investigated.
Finally, a necessity for a framework that considers monetary and non-monetary criteria (e.g.,
physical, economic, social etc.) for adaptation and retrofitting strategies on a small scale (such as
home-owners and small business owners) and regional scale (such as cities or counties) under
various climate scenarios for a specific lifecycle, is observed. Since achieving the bare minimum
which is the robustness of the structure or infrastructure (load and capacity criteria) with limited
damage and required repair is not considered the only important criteria anymore, understanding
and incorporation of socioeconomic metrics such as job loss, need for emergency shelter,
population dislocation, safety, and access to healthcare in the pre-disaster preparedness phase will
lead to better insight and more precise evaluation of available retrofitting measures and adaptive
action to be implemented. Currently, there are relatively few studies that have investigated
hurricane risk under climate change with considerations of population vulnerability and
socioeconomic metrics effect on different demographics. An example of such a study is
Bjarnadottir et al. (2014). While this study accounts for some of the non-monetary metrics in their
assessment of the future hurricane risk, they do not model the hazard as a function of potential
future climate conditions. Further, the metrics developed in the study are useful in comparing the
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vulnerability of a region relative to other regions, i.e., it can be used to rank different regions in
terms of their vulnerability. This leads to limited insight into the multiple aspects of the hurricane
impacts in the real physical world. An optimum adaptation plan to mitigate future hurricane hazard
requires to consider the impact of climate change by comparing the accrued loss due to the physical
damage inflicted on residential buildings as well as the population social vulnerability metrics
based upon population demographics. Such valuable insights lead to the identification of the most
vulnerable components, demographics, zones, etc., directing the limited resources available to
improve the efficiency of the intended adaptation plans for a region and attaining an improved level
of community resilience in the face of future hurricanes.

1.6 Research Objectives
The main objective of this dissertation is to develop a risk-based framework for assessing future
wind hazard and evaluating the efficiency and benefit of different adaptive measures and retrofit
strategies under a changing climate. The Focus of this study is on the effect of intense winds on
wood-frame residential buildings located on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. Yet this framework can
be generalized for any type of residential building and coastal location. In this framework, the
efficiency and the benefit of each retrofit measure are evaluated based on physical (structural
damage state), economic (regional monetary loss), and social (social vulnerability impacts) metrics.
Specific objectives are as follows:
1. Assessment of future hurricane hazards by employing a climate-dependent hurricane
simulation based on the projections of climatic parameters and the expected spatial and
temporal trends.

2. Incorporation of the regional building type composition in a risk-based structural
performance evaluation and the assessed climate-dependent hurricane hazard into a
climate-dependent regional loss estimation framework.
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3.

Development of a framework based on estimated regional loss evaluation for
residential wood-frame buildings to quantify the efficiency and benefit of potential
adaptive measures in terms of structural physical damage and economic loss.

4. Development of a social vulnerability model under the impact of hurricanes based on
historic survivors’ data to capture the social implications of a hurricane within a
community based on social characteristics and population demographics.

5. Providing quantified benefit gained and efficiency in terms of economic and social
metrics for the studied adaptive measures and wind retrofitting strategies based on the
evaluated cost-effectiveness and social vulnerability impact.
By updating the required input such as the studied region and the changes to the wind speed profile,
regional building composition, population demographics, building type fragility functions and etc.,
this developed framework can be utilized in the decision making and adaptive planning process
regarding the design of new residential buildings, investigating the efficiency and benefit of various
retrofitting strategies in terms of community reliability improvement from both social and
economic aspects for existing buildings, as well as prioritizing investment where different
constraints such as limited resources are in place.

1.7 Organization of Dissertation
In this context, this dissertation has been organized in six chapters. The content of each chapter is
outlined below:
Chapter 1 is an introduction of the subject, discussing the threat of hurricanes and the potential
impact of climate change on this natural disaster and the motivation of this research. The objectives
for this research are presented.
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Chapter 2 provides detail for the implementation of a climate-dependent hurricane model and the
potential impact of climate change on the intensity of future hurricanes and subsequent major
causes of loss and damage, i.e., wind and storm surge are studied.
Chapter 3 gives the necessary steps for developing a computational framework for evaluation of
the efficiency and cost-benefit of different wind retrofitting strategies used for wooden-frame
residential buildings subjected to changing hurricane wind hazard due to climate change.
Chapter 4 extends the framework developed in chapter 4 to integrate a social vulnerability impact
model based on the social characteristic data to capture the impact of different social characteristics
on the rate of Need for Emergency Shelter (NES), Population Dislocation (PDL), and Job Loss (JL)
for an individual within a community or region that a hurricane has struck.
Chapter 5 summarizes findings of the previous chapters, states conclusions from this study, and
suggests future avenues for research in the area of retrofit planning for residential buildings under
the impact of climate change on hurricane hazards considering economic and social implication.
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CHAPTER II

IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON FUTURE
HURRICANE WIND AND STORM SURGE HAZARDS 1
2.1 Introduction
Hurricanes are one of the most devastating natural hazards in the United States, threatening
communities, ecosystems, and infrastructures. Hurricanes have caused average normalized damage
of US$ 10 billion annually in the continental US over the past century (Pielke Jr et al. 2008). Over
40% of the US population lives on coastal shorelines prone to hurricanes, and their contribution to
the US economy is over US$ 9 trillion (NOAA 2021a). Recently, there have been more destructive
and intense hurricanes (e.g., Laura (2020), Michael (2018), Harvey (2017), and Irma (2017)) that
have ravaged the coastal areas of the US (the Gulf of Mexico in particular), causing extensive
damage to infrastructures and loss of lives.
Hurricanes present two extreme hazards to coastal communities: intense winds and inundation,
mainly due to storm surges. Some of the costliest hurricanes in US history were Category 4 or 5
upon landfall based on the Saffir-Simpson scale (Simpson and Saffir 1974), and the extensive
damage they caused was mainly due to intense winds (e.g., Hurricane Michael in 2018). However,
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, which is to date the costliest hurricane in US history, was a Category 3
upon landfall (Cui and Caracoglia 2016). Unlike some other hurricanes, the significant portion of
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the damage and loss due to Katrina is directly linked to coastal inundation due to storm surge
(Apivatanagul et al. 2011; Phan et al. 2007).
Current design guidelines for structures and infrastructure systems vulnerable to hurricanes specify
design wind speeds derived based on the statistical analysis of historical hurricane data and
simulations. They do not consider any possible changes in the intensity and frequency of hurricanes
and the consequent increase in wind loads due to changing climatic conditions in the future. Further,
the current flood risk maps from the US Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) do not
account for the impact of climate change on future surge and flooding hazards (Marsooli et al.
2019). Meanwhile, the threat of hurricanes is ever-growing due to climate change (Contento et al.
2019; Forati and Ghose 2021; Liu 2014; Pant and Cha 2018). Reports from the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) show that the period between 1983 and 2012
was the warmest 30-year period in the last 1400 years. This trend is expected to continue in the
future (IPCC 2013). In fact, the earth’s global mean surface air temperature in 2020 was 1.76 °F
(0.98 °C) above the 20th-century average, making 2020 the second warmest year ever, followed by
2019 (NOAA 2021b; Sánchez-Lugo et al. 2018). The projected climate change scenarios of IPCC
show moderate to a significant increase in sea surface temperature (SST) in the future, which would
result in more destructive and intense hurricanes (Emanuel 2005; Emanuel et al. 2006; Liu 2014).
Future climate conditions depend on radiative forcing, defined as the balance between incoming
and outgoing radiation (Edwards 2013). Future radiative forcing depends on several factors, such
as policies adopted to control the emission of greenhouse gases, population growth, and economic
development. These factors introduce uncertainty in predicting future anthropogenic forcing levels
(Salman et al. 2020). The impact of future human driving factors of climate is usually modeled
using a scenario approach. The IPCC developed four future climate scenarios termed
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) to investigate the impact of human-made forcing
on climate (IPCC 2013). The RCPs (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) represent total radiative forcing by
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the end of the 21st century compared with the year 1750. For example, RCP 8.5 represents an
extreme scenario with a high level of radiative forcing (8.5 W m2) by the year 2100 that excludes
any climate mitigation policies in the future. RCP 2.6 represents a low forcing level, and RCPs 4.5
and 6.0 exhibit medium stabilized future climate scenarios (Moss et al. 2010).
Some studies have considered the effect of climate change on the frequency and intensity of future
hurricanes and their probable impact on the related hazards (wind and storm surge). Mudd et al.
(2014) compared simulated hurricanes for the year 2100 under the RCP 8.5 scenario with simulated
hurricanes for the year 2005 to investigate the effect of changes in SST on hurricane wind hazard.
The authors concluded that more intense storms are expected by the end of the 21st century, leading
to higher structural design wind speeds. Knutson et al. (2015) projected an increase of up to 11%
in wind speed by the end of the 21st century around the globe based on the RCP 4.5 scenario. While
these studies use similar methods for hurricane simulation that consider future variations in SST,
they do not consider other hazardous aspects such as storm surge and the possible relation between
wind and surge hazard. Further, A recent study by Esmaeili and Barbato (2021) indicates that the
design wind speed corresponding to different mean return intervals considered by ASCE 7 are
expected to increase between 14% and 26% on average for US Gulf and Atlantic Coast by the year
2060. A direct statistical approach is used to establish the relation between SST and corresponding
hurricane parameters for specific sites. Although this method is computationally efficient, it only
focuses on the available historic hurricane parameter statistics of a particular area and does not
consider the effect of varying SST on hurricane intensity throughout its path before entering the
site proximity. A separate study by Lin et al. (2010) shows that the occurrence of 100-year storms
in New York may change to an event once every 3 to 20 years, considering climate change.
Marsooli et al. (2019) found that the 100-year flood will become an annual occurrence for the midAtlantic region and a 1-30-year occurrence for the Gulf of Mexico by the end of the 21 st century
due to climate change. Similar studies based on projected future climate have found an increase in
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hurricane intensity and related hazards with increased average SST (Emanuel 2008; Knutson et al.
2010; Pant and Cha 2018; Walsh et al. 2016).
However, it is noted that even though some studies have addressed the impact of climate change
on hurricane hazards, there is still a necessity for thorough research and assessment of wind and
storm surge risk across different regions that considers all the possible future scenarios as there is
a certain level of uncertainty on which climate scenario would be occurring by the end of the
century. Due to the spatial variation of SST across the Atlantic basin, the impact on hurricane risk
across the different regions would vary by various degrees. Considering the variation in SST and
the consequent effects on hurricane risk is critical to ensure that currently low-risk areas that may
experience a significant increase in hurricane risk in the future understand and prepare for such an
increase. Moreover, due to inherent uncertainties involved in hurricane risk assessment, detailed
analysis considering these sources of uncertainties could lead to more accurate estimates of threats
to coastal communities. Additionally, to account for the effect of climate change on hurricanes, a
framework for risk analysis needs to consider two fundamental hazards associated with hurricanes:
wind and storm surge. These two hazards are responsible for a significant portion of loss associated
with hurricanes across the Atlantic basin. The combined effect of more extreme hurricane winds
and increased risk of inundation from storm surges exacerbated by the sea level rise (SLR) will
result in severe losses for coastal communities in the future. Therefore, it is necessary to understand
the impact of climate change on hurricane wind and surge hazards and their relationship to make
well-informed decisions regarding community and infrastructure design, resilience, risk
assessment, disaster preparedness, and post-disaster recovery.
This chapter investigates the impact of different climate change scenarios on future hurricane wind
and storm surge hazards, considering the effect of rising SST, using possible future scenarios in
terms of RCPs. Due to the spatial variation in SST changes across the Atlantic basin, future changes
in hazard levels are expected to vary across different regions. Hence, selected locations across the
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US Atlantic and Gulf coast regions are considered to study the spatial variation in future hazard
levels. The objectives of the study are to (i) use a hurricane simulation model to generate hurricane
ensembles based on an empirical model considering changes in SST and frequency for present and
projected future climate scenarios (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5), (ii) validate the simulation model
by comparing simulated hurricanes under present condition and recorded historical hurricane
statistical data like frequency, central pressure, heading angle, and translational speed; and (iii)
generate the projection of the future hazards (wind and storm surge) for selected locations across
the Atlantic and Gulf coast regions followed by a comparison of the hazard profile for current and
future climate. The sites located in the Gulf Coast region are Houston, TX; New Orleans, LA;
Mobile, AL and Tampa, FL. Meanwhile, the Atlantic Coast sites are Miami, FL; Charleston, SC;
Norfolk, VA and New York, NY. These sites, which are amongst the most populated regions on
the east side of the U.S., are selected in a way to be relatively scattered across the study region, so
the spatial effect of SST variation and parameters such as sea-level rise on the studied hazards
across the Atlantic coast and the Gulf area could be captured and observed. The hurricane hazards
studied in the selected regions could potentially affect a large number of the population and lead to
tremendous loss and damage.

2.2 Hurricane Simulation Model
presents the procedure for modeling the full tracks of tropical cyclones based on the Empirical
Track Model (ETM), first proposed by Vickery et al. (2000). The model is computationally
efficient, especially in cases where a large number of hurricanes need to be simulated. The ETM
model is one of the most widely used hurricane simulation models in the literature (Emanuel et al.
2006; Lin et al. 2010; Pant and Cha 2019; Pei et al. 2018; Powell et al. 2005; Wang and Rosowsky
2018). Although the model is empirical, it can account for the effect of changes in SST on hurricane
intensity and retain the information related to projected SST changes based on climate scenarios
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for different regions. The model consists of four major modules: Genesis, Track, Intensity, and
Decay.
In the Genesis module, the number of storms to be simulated per year is determined by sampling
from a negative binomial distribution (Landsea et al. 2010; Vickery et al. 2009). As there are still
divided opinions on the changes in hurricane frequency due to the impact of climate change in the
future, three cases of 1) 25% increase, 2) 25 % decrease, and 3) no change in frequency of storms
by the year 2100 over Atlantic basin compared to historical values will be considered. Based on a
statistical analysis of historical hurricane records from 1944 to 2020, where reliable historical
records are available, the mean value of 11.20 storms/year and a standard deviation of 5.6 storms
per year is obtained. Then, the genesis points, which are the locations of hurricane formation in the
ocean, are selected based on available historical data in HURDAT (Landsea et al. 2015). A few
studies have projected an increase in the frequency of future hurricanes considering the impact of
different climate change scenarios with varying degrees (Bender et al. 2010; Chauvin et al. 2006;
Cui and Caracoglia 2016; Mudd et al. 2015; Mudd et al. 2014; Oouchi et al. 2006). On the contrary,
some studies showed a decrease in the frequency of hurricanes in the future (Bender et al. 2010;
Knutson et al. 2008; Semmler et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2009). Due to the inconclusive results
regarding the effect of climate change on the frequency of hurricanes, it has been assumed that the
frequency of future hurricanes will remain similar to the frequency of hurricanes for the period
between 1944 and 2020. Moreover, to account for possible changes in hurricane frequency in the
future, scenarios that consider changes to the frequency of occurrence of storms over the Atlantic
basin are also discussed.
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(Eqs. (A.1) & (A.2))
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No
End
Figure 0.1 Flowchart for one storm year simulation
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The Track module indicates the location of the storm eye at 6-hour time intervals and drives the
storm through its path until dissipation. After selecting a genesis point for a storm, the Track module
estimates the storm's new position, speed, and heading angle at 6-hour intervals until the hurricane
dissipates. The Intensity module determines the storm’s central pressure (𝑃𝑐) in the ocean,
indicating the intensity. The central pressure is associated with the SST in the model. Recorded
SST data for 2005 and 2020 are used for current conditions, as seen later. The recorded monthly
average SST values for 2005 and 2020 on a 1° × 1° grid were obtained from the Hadley Ice and
Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) database (Rayner et al. 2003). The projected future SST on a
monthly average basis at the end of the 21st century (2100) under different RCPs is obtained from
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) on a grid with a 1° × 1° resolution
(Held et al. 2019). These SST projections are extracted from Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) models of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
Once a storm makes landfall, its central pressure deficit decreases, weakening the storm over time.
Hence, in the Decay module, the storm’s central pressure is calculated using the filling rate (Decay)
model after landfall.
The empirical track model provides the full track of a hurricane from its formation in the ocean
through the final dissipation while providing key parameters like the central pressure, storm
heading, translational speed, and radius to the maximum wind (RMW) at every time step. It should
be noted that some parameters, such as RMW and B parameters that describe the shape and size of
the hurricane profile, are a function of central pressure, which makes them a function of SST. By
using the statistical data from the historical hurricane record to calibrate the ETM and extract the
necessary regression coefficients, a Monte Carlo simulation technique is applied to simulate the
spatial and temporal evolution of tropical storms from formation to final dissipation over the
domain of the Atlantic basin. The Monte Carlo simulation is performed for numerous years until
the results converge. It was found that 20,000 years of hurricanes would suffice to estimate the
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hurricane risk. Therefore, 20,000 hurricane years were simulated using the method for each
considered climate scenario. More details of the hurricane simulation model, including the
equations referenced in Figure 0.1, are available in Appendix A.

2.3 Storm Surge Model
To assess the storm surge hazard from the hurricane ensembles, the two-dimensional finitedifference hydrodynamic model, SLOSH (Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes)
(Jelesnianski et al. 1992), developed by the National Weather Service (NWS), is used. SLOSH is
currently used by many agencies, including the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
National Hurricane Center (NHC), and local emergency agencies for real-time hurricane
simulation, prediction, and disaster preparedness (Glahn et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2012; Mayo and Lin
2019). Compared to other computational storm surge analysis methods, SLOSH is computationally
efficient with reasonable accuracy, making it an ideal choice when a large number of storm surge
simulations are required. SLOSH can perform storm surge computations with good accuracy even
with limited knowledge of storm parameters and intensity (Pei et al. 2014; Taylor and Glahn 2008).
ADCIRC (ADvanced CIRCulation model) is a two-dimensional, finite element hydrodynamic
model capable of simulating hurricane wind field and wind forced circulation, i.e., storm surge and
inland flooding (Luettich et al. 1992). The ADCIRC model estimates the surface wind speed using
an analytical hurricane wind profile. Meanwhile, the SLOSH model deploys a semi-parametric
hurricane model to determine the wind from the pressure field (Jelesnianski et al. 1992). Storm
surge simulation using ADCIRC may be more accurate than SLOSH due to the applied governing
equation, grid resolution, and different wind profiles. However, the advantage is lost when
considering the uncertainties in the generation of hypothetical hurricanes and associated high
computational cost due to the number of cases to be studied. Therefore, SLOSH is used to assess
the storm surge from the hurricane ensembles due to its extreme computational efficiency and
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reasonable accuracy, and a limited number of hurricanes are used to validate the surge analysis
results using ADCIRC.
The SLOSH model is available for 36 different coastal basins covering most US coastal regions.
The corresponding basins to the selected study sites are used to simulate the hurricane storm surge.
The SLOSH meshes covering these basins extend approximately 400 km from the study locations.
With the generated synthetic hurricane ensemble for the Atlantic basin for different scenarios, the
storms that pass within 400 km of the study sites are used in the SLOSH model to estimate the most
significant peak storm surge generated by the storm along the studied county’s coastlines for that
hurricane year. Little to no surge height is observed for the hurricanes that are further than 400 km
from the studied site. The highest storm surge is normally coincident with the RMW since the
strongest winds within a tropical storm lie at this distance (Walsh et al. 2016). As a result, the
assumed radius is expected to be sufficient since the maximum observed radius-to-maximum-wind
(RMW) from the simulated results is no more than 160 km. Further, to estimate the surge risk
profile, only the peak surge height for each simulated year is recorded for each region, and minimal
surge heights are not considered. The inputs, such as position, size, intensity, heading angle, and
translational velocity for a 100-hour window (one-hour intervals), are used to describe a hurricane.
These parameters are also used in the wind field model and the driving force vector field on the
water surface necessary for surge analysis.

2.4 Hazard models validation
2.4.1

Hurricane simulation validation

Parameters of the simulated hurricanes that come close to the shore are compared to the parameters
obtained from historical data. The parameters include central pressure, translational speed, heading
angle, and frequency of occurrence. They are chosen for comparison since all the other parameters
are a function of these main parameters in the hurricane simulation process. The parameters from
the simulation are compared to recorded parameters at mileposts along the Atlantic shore and the
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Gulf coast, which are located approximately 75 km (50 miles) apart. Figure 0.2 shows the locations
of the mileposts.

Northern Atlantic

Atlantic coast

Milepost

Gulf of Mexico

Major Milepost (study site)

Figure 0.2 Location of mileposts and study sites for hurricane parameters comparison for the
Atlantic basin

The properties of any hurricane or tropical storm that has entered a 150 km vicinity of these
mileposts are stored and averaged. Figure 0.3 compares the mean value of the selected parameters
calculated from historical data and the simulated hurricanes based on the climate scenario of the
year 2020. The simulated results agree well with the recorded values. The root mean square error
(RMSE) is found to be 0.042, 1.19 m/s, 10.57˚, and 6.41 mb, with Percent Bias (PBIAS) values
calculated as -0.5%, 6.53%, -2.9% and -0.28% for the annual frequency, the translational speed,
the heading angle, and the central pressure, respectively. The minor discrepancies between
simulated results and the historical records could be related to the random error term that has been
considered in each of these parameters. This error term will not be able to capture the variation for
the calculated parameter entirely, and as a result, a small degree of error is expected. Moreover,
accurate records of hurricane parameters, specifically consistent central pressure, are only available
after the late 1950s. Meanwhile, insufficient recorded data points (specifically latitude above 42.5º)
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could lead to a certain level of error in the estimations of the coefficients. The calculated standard
deviations for historical records and simulated results are comparable for most sites. As a result, all
of the averaged simulated results are within the standard deviation range. In general, the simulated
standard deviation shows a greater range due to the number of simulated hurricanes year being
significantly greater than the available historic hurricane years. This fact and the random error term
considered in the calculation process of these parameters lead to more variation and diversion in
the simulated results, as expected.
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Figure 0.3 Comparison of Hurricane simulation parameters (annual frequency, translational
speed, heading angle, and central pressure) with the observed mean values from HURDAT
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2.4.2

Wind model validation

The specified design wind speed by ASCE 7-16 guideline corresponds to the 3-sec gust wind speed
at 10-m elevation over open terrain at any given location (ASCE 2016). The wind speed
corresponding to specific mean return intervals (MRIs) of 300, 700, 1,700, and 3,000 years are used
to design structures with Risk Categories of I through IV, respectively. To further validate the
hurricane simulation method used in this chapter, simulated 3-sec gust wind speeds corresponding
to various mean recurrence intervals (MRI) for the eight study locations are compared to values
specified by ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016). Figure 0.4 presents the results. Overall, the simulated
results match the ASCE 7-16 values wells. The simulation model estimates the winds with higher
MRIs across the studied areas with reasonable accuracy, while minor underestimation is observed
for wind speeds with small return intervals compared to ASCE 7-16 values. It is worth mentioning
that the design wind speeds from the guideline include both hurricane and non-hurricane winds to
derive the wind speed distribution. Since the selected study sites are located in regions where
hurricane wind is dominant, and the used method corresponds to hurricane winds, a minor
underestimation for wind speeds with low MRIs (frequent winds below MRI of 100 years) is
expected.
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Figure 0.4 Comparison of simulated (years 2005 and 2020) and ASCE 7-16 wind speeds for various Mean Recurrence Intervals (MRI)
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Figure 0.5 shows the observed HURDAT average central pressure for the chosen locations as well
as the simulated average central pressure for 2005, 2020, and the four RCP scenarios. RCP 8.5
resulted in the lowest average central pressure in all locations, indicating an increase in hurricane
intensity under the scenario. RCP 2.6 resulted in the highest average central pressure compared to
other RCPs. Results for RCP 4.5 and 6.0 are similar because the difference in SST over a large
portion of the Atlantic basin for the two scenarios is negligible. Comparing the recorded HURDAT
average central pressure with the simulated 2020 results yielded a percentage error ranging from 1% to 1% in the eight locations. A similar comparison with the 2005 results showed a percentage
error ranging from -1% to 0.8% in all areas. As mentioned earlier, the slight discrepancies could be
related to the random error term that has been considered in each hurricane parameter in the
simulation. Moreover, the derived wind MRI curves for 2020 closely follow the trend of the 2005
results because of the minor changes in SST over the past 15 years, which leads to minor variation
in the average central pressure of hurricanes (Figure 0.5). The average global sea temperature in
2020 increased an approximate 0.3℃ over 15 years (Huang et al. 2017). While this clearly shows
an increasing trend in the sea surface temperature, it is considered a minor change compared to the
predicted increase for the end of the century (2.6-4.8 ℃ for RCP 8.5 from IPCC (2019)).
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Charleston, SC

Norfolk, VA New York, NY

Figure 0.5 Average Central Pressure of recorded hurricanes in the vicinity (150 km) of study sites
for different climate scenarios
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As a further validation of the results and the methodology employed in this study, the projected
results for the 3-sec gust wind speed are compared to those obtained from the study by Esmaeili
and Barbato (2021). Esmaeili and Barbato (2021) used a simplified statistical approach that does
not consider the effect of varying SST on hurricane intensity throughout a hurricane’s path. The
wind speed projections in Miami, FL for the year 2100 are compared in Figure 0.6 for RCPs 2.6
and 8.5. It is observed that the predicted wind speeds from the model employed in this study are in
agreement with the other model. The maximum absolute relative differences are approximately
3.0% or 1.98 m/s for the RCP 2.6. Meanwhile, a 1.8% in maximum absolute relative difference is
observed for the RCP 8.5 climate scenario, which corresponds to approximately 1.95 m/s
difference. The main reason behind the minor differences between the results could be related to
the calculated regression coefficients used for different modules used in the hurricane simulation
process in each study. By comparing the simulated results under current and future climate with
the predictions from different literature, it is observed that the employed method in this study is
valid and within acceptable accuracy.
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Figure 0.6 Comparison of maximum wind speeds over open terrain for year 2100 in Miami, FL
for the current model and Esmaeili and Barbato (2021) for: (Left) RCP 2.6, and (Right) RCP 8.5.
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2.4.3

Surge model validation

A selected set of hurricanes that cause a storm surge at each study site is used in the ADCRIC
model to validate the storm surge analysis. Due to the extensive computational load of the ADCIRC
model, only 1,200 hurricanes are selected and modeled. These hurricanes are sampled based on the
SLOSH results for each study site. Hurricanes that have caused maximum, minimum, and average
surge height in SLOSH are modeled using the ADCIRC model, and the results are presented in
Figure 0.7. Overall, good agreement is observed between the results, and the SLOSH simulation
observes a slight overestimation compared to the surge height predicted by ADCIRC. This
overestimation could be related to the lower wind speed values calculated by ADCIRC compared
to the SLOSH wind field model. While both models used in this study are extensively used by
federal and local agencies to predict the storm surge heights of hurricanes in real-time, they have
been previously evaluated against historical hurricanes and the resulted storm surge, in which
satisfactory performance was observed (Bilskie et al. 2016; Glahn et al. 2009; Marsooli and Lin
2018; Orton et al. 2012; Pei et al. 2014; Taylor and Glahn 2008).
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Figure 0.7 Comparison of the simulated storm surge height between the SLOSH and ADCIRC
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2.5 Climate Change Impact
Following the simulation model, the hurricane hazard is assessed for the selected locations for both
the current and the projected climate scenarios at the end of the century. For current conditions, the
simulation is carried out for the years 2005 and 2020. For future scenarios, the simulation is carried
out for RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 for the year 2100. Hereafter, the presented results are based on
20,000 years of hurricanes simulated for each of the six scenarios (2005, 2020, RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0,
and 8.5). Furthermore, four scenarios that study the impact of climate change on hurricane
frequency and the resulting effect on hurricane hazards have also been discussed.

2.5.1

Impact of climate change on wind hazard

To evaluate the impact of climate change on the future design wind speed, assuming only changes
to the hurricane intensity, the 3-sec gust wind speed under different climate scenarios as a function
of the Mean Recurrence Interval (MRI) for the eight different locations are simulated, and the
results are shown in Figure 0.8. It shows that the impact of climate change will lead to an increase
in the intensity of design wind speed for all locations. It also indicates that intense winds are
expected to occur more frequently in the future. For example, the wind speed corresponding to the
700-year MRI under current conditions (2020) in New York is predicted to become a 40-year event
in 2100 under the 8.5 RCP scenario. On the other hand, Mobile, AL, is expected to experience the
least changes in the intensity of future winds. Based on the wind speeds provided by ASCE 7-16,
a 69 m/s wind is expected to occur every 700 years in Mobile, AL. However, under the RCP 8.5
climate scenario, the return period for this wind speed will be around 250 years by the end of the
century. A similar trend is observed in other locations, especially for intense wind speeds with high
MRIs.
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Figure 0.8 The 3-sec gust wind speed and Mean Recurrence Intervals (MRI) for different climate scenarios
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A detailed comparison of changes in wind speed under various climate scenarios for all locations
is shown in Figure 0.9. It is seen that while the wind speeds for all future climate scenarios show
an increase for all locations, such an increase is not uniform. For example, in New York, the 3-sec
gust wind speed for the 700-year MRI increases from 52 m/s under current conditions to 86 m/s at
the end of the century under RCP 8.5, a 66% increase. On the other hand, Miami, FL’s 700-year
MRI wind speeds are 75.5 m/s and 100 m/s under current and RCP 8.5 scenarios, respectively, a
32% increase. In general, a 32-66% increase in the 700-year MRI wind is observed in the Atlantic
Coast regions. Meanwhile, a 15-27% increase in the 700-year MRI wind is predicted for the sites
located in the Gulf due to the expected temperature changes under RCP 8.5.
Figure 0.9 also shows that a relatively higher increase in wind speed is observed in New York for
all climate scenarios. This can be explained by looking at the changes in SST from 2020 to 2100
(Figure 0.10), where significant temperature changes in the Atlantic basin are observed towards the
northern part, including New York. In Norfolk, VA, only a slight increase in wind speed is observed
under RCP 2.6. For example, the 700-year MRI wind speed increased by about 4% under RCP 2.6.
However, Norfolk, VA, ended with the second-highest increase in wind speeds under the RCP 8.5
scenario (about 52% for the 700-year MRI). The slight SST increase predictions for the RCP 2.6
scenario have led to a slight increase in future hurricanes in the Atlantic, resulting in a minor
increase in the design wind speed. However, under the RCP 8.5 scenario, SST will experience a
significant increase in the northern Atlantic, leading to more intense hurricanes. Mobile, AL, shows
a relatively lower increase in wind speeds for all climate scenarios than other Gulf Coast regions.
This could be because the increase in SST in the areas around Mobile, AL, is lower than in other
Gulf Coast areas, as seen in Figure 0.10.
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Figure 0.10 Average changes in SST from 2020 to 2100 for RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 in ℃

Figure 0.9 also shows that the predicted wind speeds under RCP 2.6 led to more significant changes
in the design wind speed across all MRI spectrum for Gulf sites compared to the Atlantic Coast.
This could be due to the minimal changes in SST in the Atlantic Coast region since the RCP 2.6
scenario predicts the slightest increase in temperature. This would lead to a slight increase in the
intensity of hurricanes through their path for the sites located on the Atlantic Coast. Meanwhile,
the uniform SST increase across the southern part of the Atlantic basin would gradually lead to a
minor increase in the intensity of hurricanes going towards the Gulf of Mexico, leading to less
significant changes in wind speeds in this region. When it comes to RCP 6.0 and 8.5 scenarios, the
most significant rise in SST is observed in the Northern-Atlantic region. Hence, more intense
hurricanes will be observed in this region compared to the Gulf coast. As a result, the rate of wind
speed increase gradually shifts from the Gulf of Mexico to the Eastern Atlantic Coast for warmer
future climate conditions.
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Note that the results for RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0 are very close. The RCP 4.5 and 6.0 results are
similar because the difference in SST over a large portion of the Atlantic basin for the two scenarios
is negligible (see Figure 0.10). This led to only slight differences in average central pressure for
simulated hurricanes under the two scenarios, as seen previously in Figure 0.5.

2.5.2

Impact of hurricane frequency changes on wind hazard

The impact of climate change on the intensity and frequency of future hurricanes has been
extensively discussed in the available literature (e.g. Li et al. 2022; Liu 2014; Mudd et al. 2014;
Rosowsky et al. 2016). While there is an established relationship between the increasing SST and
the intensity of future hurricanes due to climate change, the effect of this phenomenon on the
frequency of future storms is still debatable, and there is no consensus in the literature on even the
direction of the change. The formation of hurricanes depends on several climatic variables such as
sea surface temperature, atmospheric stability, “El Nino” effect, North Atlantic and Southern
Oscillations, vertical wind shear, and other factors (Cui and Caracoglia 2016; Ranson et al. 2014).
Hence, variability in hurricane occurrence is a complex problem that requires multiple aspects to
be considered. Table 0.1 summarizes some of the literature's reported changes in hurricane
frequency. It can be observed that the reported changes in the frequency of hurricanes vary over an
extensive range, from -25% to +55% for RCP 8.5 (and scenario A2 since it follows a similar
emission trajectory), for example. The hurricane occurrence frequency is typically modeled using
a statistical distribution such as negative binomial or Poisson (Barbato and Esmaeili 2019; Liu
2014). The mean hurricane occurrence per year is established by either assuming a constant mean
value (no changes in frequency by the end of the century) or an assumed relationship that predicts
this value in the future (e.g., linear trend, Linear Moving Average, or oscillating average).In this
study, to consider the potential impact of climate change on the frequency of future hurricanes, a
25% increase and a 25% decrease in the storm’s occurrence over the Atlantic basin for RCP 8.5 are
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considered. This method can be applied to all the other available climate scenarios. However, only
the changes for RCP 8.5 are shown herein for brevity.
Table 0.1 Summary of research on the impact of climate change on hurricane frequency (only
studies that provide numerical values under specific emission scenarios are reported)
Reference

Emission
scenario

Region/ basin

Change in
Frequency

Mudd et al. (2014)

RCP 8.5

US Northeast

+50%

Mudd et al. (2014)
Cui and Caracoglia (2016)
Cui and Caracoglia (2016)
Chauvin et al. (2006)
Chauvin et al. (2006)
Oouchi et al. (2006)
Bengtsson et al. (2007)
Knutson et al. (2008)
Semmler et al. (2008)
Zhao et al. (2009)
Sugi et al. (2009)

RCP 8.5
RCP 4.5
RCP 8.5
A2
B2
A1B
A1B
A1B
A2
A1B
A1B

US Northeast
US East Coast
US East Coast
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin
Atlantic basin

+25%
-20 to +15%
+55%
-25%
+18%
+34%
-8 to -13%
-27%
-13%
-1 to -62%
-37 to +58%

To capture the impact of climate change on future wind hazard for the studied sites, the following
scenarios are assumed for storms at the end of the 21st century: i) 25 % frequency increase with no
intensity change; 2) 25% frequency decrease with no intensity change; 3) Constant frequency with
intensity increase (based on the predicted SST of RCP 8.5 for the year 2100); 4) 25% frequency
increase and intensity increase; 5) 25% frequency decrease and intensity increase. Note that the
intensity of future hurricanes is a function of the SST variations. As a result, where no changes in
the intensity compared to the year 2020 are considered, the recorded SST for 2020 is used. The 3sec gust wind speeds for the studied locations have been calculated using the previously explained
method. Since the results across all locations follow a similar trend, only the results for Miami, FL,
have been presented in Figure 0.11.
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Figure 0.11 Percentage difference of 3-sec gust wind speed corresponding to different MRIs
between the year 2020 and different frequency/intensity change scenarios for the year 2100 for
Miami, FL

It is observed that the assumed 25% increase/decrease in the hurricane frequency across the Atlantic
basin leads to less than a 5% variation in the calculated wind speeds. In the case of the scenarios
with only frequency changes where the hurricane intensity is assumed to be similar to the year
2020, the frequency change has a more significant impact on low MRI winds such as 25 and 50
years. This could be attributed to an increase in the occurrence of low-intensity storms as there are
no changes in the SST assumed, and hence, no increase in hurricane intensity is observed overall.
Furthermore, the wind hazard profile is extracted based on the peak observed wind speed in a
simulation year. Hence, while there would be an increase in the hurricane occurrence rate over a
region, the maximum recorded wind speed for the year could stay the same. A similar trend can
also be observed for other study sites across the Atlantic basin and the Gulf area. The results show
that changes in frequency have little impact on the wind hazard in cases where an increase in
intensity due to changes in SST is also considered. A similar trend is also observed in the cases of
intensity increase with no change in frequency and with ±25% change in frequency. The difference
in wind speeds in the three cases is below 5% for all MRIs. The increase in wind speeds for all sites
corresponding to 700-year MRI ranges from 10 m/s to 28 m/s by the end of the century, with New
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York having the most significant increase. Under the RCP 8.5 scenario and assuming a 25%
increase in hurricane occurrence over the Atlantic basin, an approximately 70% increase in 3-sec
gust wind speed year700 year return period is observed for New York. Should there be a 25%
decrease in the frequency of hurricanes, a 63% increase is observed for the design wind speed.
Meanwhile, the projected changes in the 700-year MRI wind speed for Mobile, AL, assuming a
25% decrease and 25% increase in frequency, are estimated to be -0.5% and 0.55%, respectively.
Approximately 14% increase is calculated for the three cases that assume an intensity increase in
future hurricanes for Mobile, AL. The fluctuations due to frequency changes for Mobile, AL are
negligible as this site experiences the least variation due to hurricane intensity increase because of
climate change. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the wind speed is dominantly
affected by the intensity of the hurricanes and the variation of the SST. Meanwhile, the changes in
the frequency would result in a minor variation.

2.5.3

Impact of climate change on storm surge hazard

The storm surge for all simulated hurricanes that get within the vicinity of the study sites (400 km)
is modeled using SLOSH. The surge heights are then used to find the storm surge corresponding
to different MRIs for the study locations. Note that due to the uncertainty involved in the process
for the future climates, the flood heights are determined, assuming the local mean water level with
no tide. Figure 0.12 presents the predicted surge height levels under present and future climate
scenarios. Unlike the wind speed in the previous section, a clear relation is hard to observe between
surge height and future hurricanes and the changes in SST. The main reason behind this is that
topography, bathymetry, and geographic layout play a considerable role and directly impact the
resulting surge height. Furthermore, variations in the hurricane track like heading angle,
translational speed, landfall location, and RMW, also play a crucial role in surge heights. However,
to this day, there is no clear evidence of the relationship between these parameters and climate
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change impact. Herein, the hurricane properties unaffected by SST are assumed to experience no
changes in the future.
Figure 0.12 shows that high surge levels are expected to occur more frequently. For example, in
Houston, TX, a 1.25m surge that is likely to occur on average every 100 years is predicted to occur
on average every 40 years under the RCP 8.5 scenario. Meanwhile, the expected surge with 100year MRI for New York is expected to become a 55-year recurring event. Furthermore, while some
study sites like Miami, FL, do not experience a significant surge height increase due to projected
rising SST, the probability of exceedance of high surges increases considerably. In fact, Miami,
FL’s 100-year surge height will become a 25-year surge incident for the RCP 8.5 scenario, which
is the highest increase in frequency among the studied locations. On the other hand, should the RCP
2.6 scenario prevail in the future, Miami, FL, is expected to experience a 100-year surge every 80
years on average by the year 2100.
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Figure 0.12 Estimated storm surge height and Mean Recurrence Interval (MRI) for different climate scenarios
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Figure 0.13 Changes in storm surge hazard from 2020 to 2100 for different Mean Recurrence
Intervals (MRI)
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Changes in surge heights for all locations under RCP 2.6, 6.0, and 8.5 are shown in Figure 0.13.
As expected, there is a rise in surge level observed across the studied sites due to increased
hurricane intensity. In addition, based on the analysis of the average translational speed of the
storms for mileposts across the study region, an increase in the number of slow-moving storms is
observed for future climate scenarios, with RCP 8.5 having a 1.7 m/s slower translational speed for
hurricanes on average compared to current climate scenario. Storms with a slower translational
speed allow the wind to blow for a more extended period leading to higher storm surges.
Figure 0.13 shows that the Gulf Coast will experience a more significant increase in predicted surge
levels by the end of the century compared to the Atlantic coast, especially under RCP 2.6 and 6.0.
The Gulf coast locations will experience a surge level increase of 2-9% under RCP 2.6 compared
to 0-4% for the Atlantic Coast locations. Under RCP 6.0, the increase will be 7-21% and 4-11%
for the Gulf and Atlantic Coast, respectively. Under the RCP 8.5 scenario, the changes are 7-29%
and 10-16% in the Gulf and Atlantic Coast, respectively. Except for Houston, TX, the changes
under RCP 8.5 are similar for the Gulf and Atlantic Coast locations.
A comparison of Figure 0.9 and Figure 0.13 shows that the impact of rising SST on the predicted
surge heights is not as significant compared to the wind speed, especially for the RCP 8.5 scenario.
For example, the maximum increase in surge heights under RCP 8.5 is below 30%, while the
maximum increase in wind speed is over 65%. However, as mentioned earlier, the surge heights
are significantly affected by other factors related to the characteristics of the locations and the
2
hurricanes. An index such as 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
. 𝑅𝑀𝑊 can be used to measure hurricane intensity and size for

every studied site (Marsooli et al. 2019), where 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum wind speed of a hurricane,
representing the intensity of the hurricane; and RMW which represents the size of the hurricane.
The largest increase of this index is observed in the Gulf of Mexico, which leads to a greater
increase in projected storm surge height in this area compared to the Atlantic Coast region when
comparing the increase due to future climate scenarios such as RCP 8.5. It is also worth noting that
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the average translational speed of hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico is relatively lower than the
mileposts located across the Atlantic coast, specifically for Northern-Atlantic, as can be observed
from Figure 0.3.

2.5.4

Impact of sea-level rise on storm surge hazard

The storm surge risk along the US Atlantic and Gulf coast is evolving due to climate change's
impact on hurricane intensity and frequency. In addition, changes to the current sea level due to
sea-level rise (SLR) are expected to affect the flood risk that threatens coastal communities and
infrastructures. The future rate of global sea level is primarily controlled by the thermal expansion
of ocean water combined with mass loss from glaciers, ice sheets, and ice caps (Church et al. 2013).
As the local sea level could differ significantly from the global average sea level, a localized
assessment of SLR is crucial for adaptation planning and risk mitigation (Stammer et al. 2013).
To account for the combined effect of storm-induced surge and SLR on coastal flood risk, the SLR
projections under different RCPs for the end of the 21st century developed by Kopp et al. (2014)
are used. This method provides projections of SLR at tide gauge stations across the globe. The SLR
projections for each climate scenario have been used for the closest station to the counties in this
chapter. It should be noted that SLR and storm surge are assumed independent, and the nonlinear
interactions are neglected. Figure 0.14 presents the relative increase in storm tide (combined effect
of SLR and storm surge) with a 100-year return period for RCP 8.5 compared to the estimated surge
values for the current climate scenario based on the year 2020.
An approximately 25-55% increase in the 100-year flood (combined surge and SLR) is observed
across all the studied locations for RCP 8.5 compared to the estimated values for the year 2020,
with a more considerable impact of storm surge observed for the Gulf region. Amongst these sites,
Houston, TX, showed the highest increase, with storm surge causing an increase of 23% and SLR
causing a 30.5% increase. Meanwhile, the combined surge and SLR increase are more considerable
for the sites across the Atlantic coast than the Gulf Coast locations. Norfolk, VA, experienced the
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highest predicted increase for RCP 8.5 (average increase of 1.05 m in SLR and 0.23 m in 100-year
surge height). Across all studied sites, the highest increase in surge tide is predicted for Houston,
TX, and Norfolk, VA, by the end of the century. Tampa, FL, is expected to experience the least
increase in both storm surge and SLR, leading to a 30% increase in surge tide for RCP 8.5 by the
end of the century. It should be noted that the predicted absolute surge heights for Tampa, FL, are
the highest across all sites, which could lead to a reduced impact of increasing surge due to storms
and SLR as a result of climate change.
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Figure 0.14 Percentage increase due to storm surge and sea level rise by the end of the century for
RCPs 2.6, 4.5 and 8.5 compared to the estimated surge height for the year 2020 corresponding to
100-year MRI
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2.6 Expected trends for future climate
As mentioned earlier, the IPCC emission scenarios (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) represent four
possible total radiative forcing by the end of the 21st century compared with the year 1750 (IPCC
2013). RCP 2.6 represents a scenario where mitigation actions are taken, leading to a very low
forcing level that peaks and declines before 2100. RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 are stabilization scenarios
where radiative forcing stabilizes by 2100 for RCP 4.5 but does not peak for RCP 6.0. RCP 8.5 is
a scenario with very high greenhouse gas emissions representing a high-risk future. Such a
scenario-based approach is warranted because the future climate will depend on policies adopted
to control the emission of greenhouse gases, population growth, and economic development. The
scenario-based approach does not consider the likelihood of the various scenarios. While such an
approach is appropriate for impact assessment, as done in this chapter, it may be inappropriate for
climate adaptation decisions as it does not capture the associated relative risk of the various
scenarios (New et al. 2007). Many past studies on the impact of climate change on natural hazards
tend to consider the most extreme emission scenario, mainly in an attempt to reduce computational
effort. However, the most extreme scenario might not be the most plausible (Hausfather and Peters
2020). Therefore, all four scenarios were considered in this chapter.
Table 0.2 shows the IPCC projected change in global mean surface air temperatures and sea surface
temperatures relative to the 1986-2005 period (IPCC 2019). Note that for sea surface temperature,
only projections for RCP 2.6 and 8.5 are provided by the IPCC. The likelihood of the various IPCC
emission scenarios has been a subject of much discussion. Rogelj et al. (2016) assessed the effect
of current Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) of countries outlining their post2020 climate action and concluded that a median surface temperature warming of 2.6-3.1℃ is
expected by 2100. Compared to the IPCC projections in Table 0.2, it indicates that a scenario in
between RCP 6.0 and 8.5 is likely. Some researchers have argued that the RCP 8.5 scenario is more
likely than initially thought because of factors such as the release of greenhouse gases from thawing
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permafrost, which are larger than currently estimated (Lenton et al. 2019; Peters et al. 2013). Other
researchers have argued that the RCP 8.5 scenario is becoming increasingly implausible.
Hausfather and Peters (2020) argued that RCP 8.5 is increasingly implausible because (i) it will
require a fivefold increase in coal use, which is highly unlikely, and (ii) the cost of clean energy
sources will continue its falling trend.
Table 0.2 IPCC projected change in global mean surface air temperatures and sea surface
temperatures relative to the 1986-2005 period
2031-2050

Global mean surface
temperature change
(oC)

2081-2100

Scenario

Mean

Likely range*

Mean

Likely range*

RCP 2.6

0.9

0.5-1.4

1.0

0.3-1.7

RCP 4.5

1.1

0.7-1.5

1.8

1.0-2.6

RCP 6.0

1.0

0.5-1.4

2.3

1.4-3.2

RCP 8.5

1.4

0.9-1.8

3.7

2.6-4.8

0.33-0.96

0.73

0.20-1.27

0.60-1.29

2.58

1.64-3.51

Global mean sea
RCP 2.6
0.64
surface temperature
RCP 8.5
0.95
change (oC)
* Likely range indicates 5-95% confidence interval.

There is an increasing call for a risk-based or probabilistic approach to modeling future climate
scenarios (Hausfather and Peters 2020; Murphy et al. 2004; New et al. 2007; Stainforth et al. 2005).
Such an approach will consider the likelihood of the various climate scenarios and assign
probabilities to them. However, there are several challenges to moving to such an approach. The
main challenge is that probabilistic climate scenarios might underestimate the uncertainty because
of an inadequate number of global climate model runs due to computational limitations and the use
of improper probability distributions in models (Hall 2007). Also, the likelihood of the various
scenarios will keep changing constantly and will need to be updated as new data is collected and
climate models are being updated (New et al. 2007). Lastly, to assign the probabilities, climate
modelers will have to move from focusing on only modeling the physical processes and work with
policymakers, social scientists, and industry experts. Such a move is expected to take years of work
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(Hausfather and Peters 2020). In this chapter, results for all four RCPs are presented and discussed.
While estimating the likelihood of the various scenarios is out of the scope of this work, readers
and users are encouraged to consider the discussion and references above regarding the current
climate trend and the most likely future climate scenarios.

2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the potential impact of climate change on the intensity of future hurricanes and
subsequent major causes of loss and damage, i.e., wind and storm surge are studied. An Empirical
Track Model was employed to simulate hurricane ensembles considering the effect of changes in
sea surface temperature (SST) on hurricane intensity. Using the four IPCC emission scenarios
(RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5), Projected SST was used to simulate future hurricanes. Eight locations
across the Atlantic and Gulf coast regions were considered to illustrate the impact of climate change
impact.
The intensity of future hurricanes is expected to increase for all the locations across the Atlantic
coast due to climate change. Since the most significant changes in SST are predicted around the
Northern-Atlantic coast, more intense hurricanes are expected in this area specifically. As wind
speed is a function of hurricane intensity and is sensitive to the central pressure, higher wind speeds
with more frequent intervals are predicted in the future. For example, it has been found that the
present 700-year wind speed in the Atlantic coast will occur approximately every 30-60 years in
2100 under the most extreme emission scenario (RCP 8.5). Meanwhile, the results show that the
700-year wind will be an event with 140–200-year intervals for the Gulf of Mexico by the end of
the century. It is also observed that the frequency of rarer wind speeds, e.g., 1700-year return period
winds, will increase significantly compared to more frequent wind speeds with lower MRIs. A
±25% change in hurricane frequency had a minor effect on the wind speed in all considered
locations.
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Similarly, an increase in the surge height for future climate scenarios is noted. However, the storm
surge height relies on factors other than hurricane intensity like environmental properties, including
geographical layout and bathymetry, and hurricane track characteristics like heading angle,
translational speed, and landfall location. Hence, the predicted surge results show a slight increase
compared to the wind speed. The changes are still significant, however. For example, the 100-year
surge height for the present climate is expected to become a 25–50-year occurrence under RCP 8.5
for the studied locations. SLR exacerbated the coastal flood hazard in all locations, with Atlantic
Coast areas experiencing a more remarkable impact relative to the Gulf Coast.
It should be noted that the purpose of this chapter is to investigate the impact of climate change on
future hurricane characteristics, specifically the intensity and frequency of storms, and to quantify
the consequent hazards – extreme wind and storm surge – as a metric for comparison between
present and future climate. The goal is to shed some light on the impact of climate change on the
hazards threatening coastal communities, which will help develop possible hurricane adaptive
strategies. Hence, potential changes in other non-climatic factors such as topological and
geographical changes of the studied coastal communities, layout and use of the land across the
coastal region, and possible mitigative measures and actions taken in the future have not been
considered in this study.
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CHAPTER III

REGIONAL HURRICANE RISK MITIGATION PLANNING
FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS CONSIDERING
CLIMATE CHANGE 2
3.1 Introduction
The population of the coastal communities in the U.S. hit approximately 130 million by the year
2020, which is almost 40% of the total U.S. population, leading to an increase in the number of
residential buildings in these regions. Meanwhile, light-frame wooden structures represent the
majority of the residential buildings in the United States (Amini and van de Lindt 2014; Masoomi
et al. 2018; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017). This type of construction is vulnerable to intense
winds, and the damage due to excessive wind pressure and wind-born debris represents a significant
portion of the loss caused by hurricanes (Abdelhady et al. 2022). Furthermore, the majority of
future climate prediction models based on emission scenarios of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) predict significant changes to the environmental parameters such as sea
surface temperature due to the impact of climate change in the future (IPCC 2019). In a study by
Rogelj et al. (2016), it is stated that the median surface temperature is expected to increase by 2.63.1℃ by the end of the century. Among the available studies on climate change, Bjarnadottir et al.
(2011) projected an up to 10% in hurricane wind speeds in 50 years. As a result, the frequency and

2
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the intensity of climate-dependent natural disasters such as hurricanes are expected to increase
substantially in the future (Barbato and Esmaeili 2019; Contento et al. 2019; Hallegatte 2007;
Knutson et al. 2010; Pant and Cha 2019; Walsh et al. 2016). Due to the effects of climate change
and population growth in the coastal regions, damage to buildings, specifically light-frame wooden
structures, due to hurricane hazards has the potential to increase significantly (Gurley et al. 2005;
Lee and Ellingwood 2017; Lin et al. 2019; Pielke Jr et al. 2008; Snaiki et al. 2020). Hence,
understanding the effect of climate change on the lifecycle performance of structures and
infrastructure systems is of utmost importance that requires further consideration.
The vulnerability of wooden light-frame structures to intense wind has received increasing attention
throughout the years. More recently, Abdelhady et al. (2022) provided a probabilistic methodology
that performs a fragility analysis of residential wooden buildings subjected to hurricane winds. The
majority of the available literature is mainly focused on structural performance, fragility analysis
at component-level and building-level, and loss assessment under hurricanes wind hazard
(Ellingwood et al. 2004; Emanuel et al. 2006; Li and Ellingwood 2009; Pant and Cha 2019; Pinelli
et al. 2004; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017; Wang and Rosowsky 2018). While extensive research
regarding the structural performance of wooden buildings under wind load has been done, little
attention has been addressed to the benefit and efficiency of different adaptive measures
considering the expected changes of future hazards (e.g., adaptive measures, mitigation methods,
retrofitting, strengthening, and design improvement and enhancement).
Most of the current performance assessment studies for buildings under hurricane threat assume
that the wind speeds are stationary with time and do not consider the potential impact of climate
change. For example, Unnikrishnan and Barbato (2016) presented a performance-based hurricane
engineering (PBHE) framework to evaluate the loss due to hurricane and the benefits of different
adaptive measures for a typical residential building without considering climate change. In another
study by Masoomi et al. (2018), different sets of wind performance enhancement methods for
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specific archetypes building types under wind load from tornados were investigated, however, the
wind load was assumed to be stationary with time. More recently, Orooji et al. (2022) investigated
the effectiveness of available wind retrofitting strategies for a single family, wood-frame residential
building in U.S. in terms of payback periods, defined as the number of years to recover the
investment. The results of the cost-effectiveness of adaptive measures were performed for the
current ASCE-7 wind speed contours which are assumed stationary and do not consider any
changes to the future hazard due to the impact of climate change.
On the other hand, previous studies regarding the impact of climate change on future building
damage and loss are mainly focused on capturing the effect of changes to the climate parameters
and the relationship between the predicted changes and the estimated loss (Liu 2014; Pant and Cha
2018; Pei et al. 2018; Pita et al. 2012; Wang and Rosowsky 2018). Little attention has been
addressed to structural performance improvement, quantification of cost, and the benefit of
different adaptive measures in these studies. Currently, there are few studies that have investigated
the cost-effectiveness of different adaptation planning to achieve optimum results for residential
buildings at a regional scale that would consider the uncertainties of climate change effect. One
such study is by Dong and Frangopol (2017). It is noted that although this study investigates the
performance of different adaptive measures under hurricane threat, assuming a non-stationary wind
model which accommodates for the impact of climate change, the investigated adaptive measures
are in terms of “year built” and solutions are provided in terms of updating an older building to a
newer building type (for example, a building that was constructed before 1970 can be updated to
the building types that were built within the time interval 1986–1997 or built after 1997).
Furthermore, while this study tries to account for the changing hazard due to climate change, the
hazard is not directly assessed as a function of potential future climatic condition, and the wind
hazard intensity and frequency changes due to climate change is considered to be linear. Hence,
there is an urgent need for an investigation of the impact of component-level adaptive measures on
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building performance that captures the effect of climate change that is based on climatic conditions.
By incorporating the effect of climate change on the hurricane hazards such as wind speed during
building performance assessment, the non-stationary aspect of the wind hazard will be considered,
which would lead to improved preparedness prior to the hazard impact during a long-term lifespan
of structures while improving the resource management and funding allocation. Additionally, the
studied adaptive measures in this study are specific to individual components of a structure rather
than a general update of the structural performance, which leads to a more detailed analysis of
different building types and insight into the effectiveness of selected adaptive measures for different
structural types under different level of future hazard. An investigation of adaptive measures on a
component level also leads to a better understanding of each of the mitigative measures and more
practicality in terms of implementing the selected adaptive planning on a regional scale with more
flexibility in terms of allocated funds. The results of this chapter could provide detailed guidance
for decision-makers and stakeholders to improve the understanding of the effectiveness of different
mitigation methods and enhance community resilience.
In this chapter, the performance assessment of wooden frame residential structures under hurricane
hazard is investigated. The hurricane wind hazard is considered as a function of sea surface
temperature predictions under different possible climate scenarios in the future. A framework that
investigates various adaptive measures for residential buildings based on a lifecycle loss analysis
due to hurricanes considering the non-stationary aspects of wind hazard due to the impact of climate
change is proposed. Herein, a cost-benefit analysis is conducted to investigate the efficiency of
different adaptive strategies. The goal is to assess the structural performance, quantify lifecycle
loss, quantify the mitigated loss and adaptive measure cost, and determine the best strategy sets
within specified economic constraints based on cost-effectiveness analysis considering the
predicted future changes of the wind hazard. The proposed approach is illustrated on wooden-frame
single-family residential buildings (which are considered among the most common and vulnerable
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types of residential buildings) located in Miami-Dade County, Florida; Mobile County, Alabama,
and Harris County, Texas that are expected to experience different levels of increase in future
hurricane wind hazard.
In the following sections, the methodology for hurricane simulation for present and future climate
scenario is outlined. Then, the damage models employed and loss evaluation method for the studied
regions is explained. Next, the potential changes in the hurricane loss under different climate
change scenarios for the current building inventory in studied regions is discussed. Finally, the
effect of different adaptive methods on the expected loss is observed and the best adaptive measure
considering their cost and benefit is quantified and presented.

3.2 Hurricane hazard simulation
As the first step for assessment of the structural performance and regional loss of residential
buildings, the hazard intensity needs to be quantified. The structural performance of buildings under
wind-related hazards such as hurricanes can be expressed as a function of wind speed. The wind
speed is a necessary input for damage assessment and is a function of hurricane intensity. A climatedependent hurricane simulation captures the effect of the climatic parameters on the intensity of
future hurricanes and provides predictions of future wind hazard. In this part of the dissertation, the
impact of climate change on future hurricane intensity is inputted in terms of sea surface
temperature (SST) in the hurricane model used to assess hurricane intensity. Years of climatedependent hurricane ensembles are simulated that generate the entire track of a hurricane from
formation to dissipation. Using a Monte-Carlo simulation to capture the uncertainties associated
with hurricane scenarios, 80,000 years of hurricane events are simulated that consider the projected
SST changes for each of the studied climate scenarios while calculating the hurricane properties
such as intensity, central pressure, and radius to the maximum wind (RMW) along its path. Then,
a wind field model is used to convert the hurricane parameters such as intensity and radius to the
maximum wind (RMW) to wind speeds and wind pressures that impact the building site. Generally,
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A Weibull distribution is a suitable fit for the recorded maximum wind speeds. Using the projected
annual maximum wind speeds for each study location, a Weibull distribution associated with the
3-sec gust wind speed is derived. The following provides details and steps of the method used for
climate-dependent hurricane simulation.

3.2.1

Climate-dependent hurricane simulation

The number of simulated hurricanes over the North Atlantic Ocean in each year is obtained by
sampling from a negative binomial distribution with a mean value of 11.20 storms/year and a
standard deviation of 5.6 storms per year based on a statistical analysis of historic storm records
(HURDAT) from 1944 to 2020 (Landsea et al. 2015; Vickery et al. 2010). After the generation of
a hurricane, the track of the hurricane along with its intensity is assessed in terms of heading angel,
translational speed and central pressure using the equations established by Vickery et al. (2000).
This model is one of the most widely used hurricane simulation models in studies regarding the
impact of climate change (Emanuel et al. 2006; Mudd et al. 2014; Pant and Cha 2019; Powell et al.
2005) and was also used to develop the wind speed maps in ASCE7-10 & ASCE 7-16 guidelines
(ASCE 2017). Furthermore, the hurricane intensity evaluation directly incorporates the SST values
which makes this model an ideal choice for developing climate-dependent hurricanes. As a result,
the simulated hurricanes are affected by the temporal and spatial variation of the SST over the
Atlantic basin.
The genesis point of each storm is sampled from the recorded hurricanes to provide starting
coordinates, date and time, initial heading, and translational speed for the starting point of a
hurricane, which accounts for the seasonality of Atlantic hurricanes. Once a genesis point is
selected, the track is updated at specific time intervals (6 hours) using regression coefficients that
are determined based on recorded historical hurricane data for each cell on a 5𝑜 × 5𝑜 grid over the
entire Atlantic basin and new hurricane parameters are evaluated for the hurricane’s eye location.
The central pressure of the hurricane on water, which is a measure of its intensity, is calculated as
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a function of SST. Since the hurricane intensity is a direct function of the climatic parameters such
as SST, the hurricane model considers the impact of climate change and the effect it has on SST.
The recorded monthly average SST values up until the year 2020 on a 1 × 1° grid were obtained
from the Hadley Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) database (Rayner et al. 2003) and
used in the hurricane model for the present climate scenario. Meanwhile, the projected future SST
on a monthly average basis by the end of the 21st century (2100) under different RCPs is obtained
from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) on a grid with a 1 × 1°
resolution (Held et al. 2019). These SST projections are extracted from Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) models of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). A decay model provided by Vickery and Twisdale (1995) is used to model the decay of
the central pressure of the hurricane after it makes a landfall until dissipation. Dissipation is
assumed to occur when the difference between the central pressure of the hurricane and the
atmospheric pressure is less than 1mb. Using a Monte-Carlo simulation to capture the uncertainties
associated with hurricane scenarios, 80,000 years of hurricane events are simulated that considers
the projected SST changes for each of the studied climate scenarios. The number of hurricanes
were sufficient to achieve convergence.

3.2.2

Wind hazard probability and risk

The hurricane parameters are then used in a wind field model by Georgiou (1986) to evaluate the
gradient wind speeds. Finally, the gradient wind speed can be converted to surface wind speed
using the conversion factors provided by Lee and Rosowsky (2007). Using the simulated hurricane
ensembles for each climate scenario, the 3-sec gust wind speed at 10m (V) is extracted for each
census tract in a studied county to be used for damage assessment. Generally, A Weibull
distribution is a suitable fit to represent the probability of recorded maximum wind speeds. Using
the projected annual maximum wind speeds for each study location, Weibull distributions
associated with the 3-sec gust wind speed for each studied climate scenario are adopted. The
Weibull shape parameters are site specific to each census tract within a region.
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Currently, due to the significant uncertainty in future global emission trends and policies, it is not
possible to identify which climate scenario will be the status quo in the future. Hence, all of the
introduced climate scenarios in terms of RCP scenarios (RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) are considered in this chapter when calculating
the predicted wind speeds and the following regional loss estimations. The changes in average SST
between recorded values for the years 2020 and 2100 under each of the studied RCPs are shown in
Figure 0.10, in which the spatial variation of SST changes across different locations in the Atlantic
basin is evident. Based on the concentration-driven Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
5 (CMPI5) simulations by IPCC (IPCC 2013), the mean ocean temperature for 2081-2100 is
projected to increase by 0.8 C
̊ (RCP 2.6), 1.5 ̊C (RCP 4.5), 1.9 ̊C (RCP 6.0), and 2.8 C
̊ (RCP 8.5)
relative to 1986-2005.
It should be noted that while the results for estimated regional loss for all of the considered climate
scenarios are presented, only the worst-case scenario i.e., RCP 8.5 and the corresponding results
are discussed in more details to investigate different adaptive measures as the most intense
hurricane hazard occurs under this climate scenario, which in return helps in identifying the best
adaptive strategies against extreme hazards.

3.3 Loss Assessment Methodology
The estimated loss and damage for a single building can be assessed after the quantification of the
hurricane hazard under each studied climate scenario (i.e., Weibull distributions for 3-sec gust wind
speed). Existing damage models for different structural components and building types under wind
load are employed to predict the damage and loss for residential buildings. Using a Monte-Carlo
simulation to consider the uncertainty in the load and resistance, the component resistance statistics
are used to compare the wind load and resistance of structural components to estimate the damage
level in each component. Then, the evaluated damage level in each component is compared to the
specified building damage states to convert the individual component damage into a damage state
corresponding to a damage ratio (or loss ratio) for the building. Structural loss for a single building
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type can be expressed in terms of expected annual loss (EAL) based on structural loss ratio of
individual building types under a hurricane scenario. The expected total loss (ETL) for a region can
then be estimated by acquiring the number of residential buildings by type and average building
value in that region for a specific time frame. The subsequent sections provide details of each step
of the loss assessment procedure following the framework provided in Figure 0.1.
Present and future climate
Sea Surface Temperature

Hurricane regression
parameters (HURDAT)

Component resistance
statistics (HAZUS)

Climate-dependent
Hurricane simulation

Building Damage
State definitions

Fragility analysis

Damage functions for individual
building types

Wind speed probability

Structural Damage assessment
Building loss ratio for
individual building types

Building inventory data
(number of building types,
values, etc.)

Regional Loss estimation

Regional hurricane loss

Figure 0.1 Procedure steps for assessment of regional hurricane loss

3.3.1

Building types and characteristics

To assess the regional damage and loss due to hurricanes, the buildings with similar properties,
build, and wind-performance in the study regions are divided into different “building types”. The
following variations in structural components are considered for different residential buildings:
•

Roof Shape: Hip or Gable

•

Roof sheathing nailing pattern: 6d @ 6”/12”, 8d @ 6”/12”, 8d @ 6”/6”

•

Roof-to-wall connection type: Toe-nail or Straps

•

Shutter availability: Yes or No
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•

Garage Door: None, Weak, Standard, Reinforced

Based on these variations, 60 different building types are considered for the buildings in the studied
regions. The building types in each region are selected such that they can accurately represent the
wind-resistance characteristics of the buildings in the region. The current building inventory
composition, percentage of different building types based on their wind performance and their
average property value across the studied locations are directly adopted from HAZUS. Further, this
study only investigates the hurricane risk for one-story, single-family wooden frame residential
buildings for illustrative purposes. It should be noted that the building inventory composition
considered for future loss estimation is assumed to be unchanged and similar to the present climate
scenario since the purpose of this study is to investigate the efficiency of different adaptive
measures without introducing uncertainties in other parts of the modeling (e.g., building numbers,
value, types, vulnerability, fragility, etc.). In this chapter, based on the extracted data from HAZUS,
the number of wood-frame single-family, 1-story buildings are 76,743 for Miami-Dade, 73,142 for
Mobile County, and 533,551 for Harris County.

3.3.2

Building performance assessment (fragility)

Following a procedure commonly known as performance-based engineering (Barbato et al. 2013),
the statistics for the capacity of each component are compared to the wind loads in a Monte-Carlo
simulation to establish the damage functions (i.e., fragility curves) for individual components and
the vulnerability functions of each building type. For each simulated hurricane event, the wind
loading on the structure is compared to the limit state capacity of each structural component to
assess the wind damage in terms of damage ratio. To account for the variability in material strength
and craftsmanship, the components resistances were based on probabilistic distributions that were
found in HAZUS manual (FEMA 2012).
Five different descriptive damage states varying between 0 (no damage) to 4 (destruction), are
considered for the structural performance of the residential buildings under hurricane winds. These
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damage states (DS) are defined in relation to the performance of the building envelope as well as
the required repair cost/action needed to correct a damaged building. Table 0.1 provides a summary
of the assumed damage states for residential buildings in this study (FEMA 2012; Masoomi et al.
2018; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2016).
Table 0.1 Damage States (DS) for wooden frame residential buildings
Damage
State
(DS)

Qualitative
Measure

Roof covering
failure

Window/door/garage
failure

Roof
sheathing
failure

No
≤ 2%
No
No
Damage
Minor
1
>2% & ≤15%
1
No
Damage
Moderate
>15% &
>1 and ≤ max[3 or
1-3
2
Damage
≤50%
20%]
panels
Severe
> max[3 or 20%]
>3 and
3
≥50%
Damage
and ≤ 50%
≤25%
Destructio
Typically
4
> 50%
>25%
n
≥50%
* The repair cost for roof covering less than 2% is assumed to be negligible.
0

Roof-to-wall
connection
failure

Repair Cost
mean (%
building
Cost)

No

0*

No

2

No

10

No

30

Yes
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Based on the defined damage states, a fragility analysis is performed to derive the probabilistic
quantification of the structural performance. For each damage state, a damage model (fragility
function) is extracted for individual building types. Fragility functions are cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) and are defined as the probability of damage reaching or exceeding a certain
damage level (i.e., damage state) for a given hazard intensity measure. For hurricane wind hazard,
the intensity measure is often assumed as a maximum 3-sec gust wind speed (V). As such, the
building fragility 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑣) can be written as:
𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑣) = 𝑃(𝐷𝑆 > 𝑑𝑠𝑖 |𝑉 = 𝑣)

(0.1)

Where DS is a damage state, 𝑑𝑠𝑖 is one of the predefined limit states (DS1 through DS4) for a given
wind speed (v).
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3.3.3

Loss estimation

Using the discussed fragility functions and the climate-dependent projected wind speed at the
location of each census tract, the probability of damage level exceeding specific damage states (DS)
can be computed by employing a Monte Carlo simulation. Because each damage state is defined
according to the required repair action/cost, the expected loss for a single building in a region can
be defined based on the functionality of the structure. In this section, the direct loss due to structural
damage is emphasized. The expected annual loss (EAL) is calculated by convolving the loss curve
and probability density function of the annual maximum wind speed (Bjarnadottir et al. 2014; Li
and Ellingwood 2006):
∞

𝐸𝐴𝐿 = 𝐸[𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠] = ∫ 𝑓𝑣 (𝑣). 𝐿(𝑣)𝑑𝑣

(0.2)

0

in which 𝐿(𝑣) is the loss curve as a function of wind speed, and 𝑓𝑣 (𝑣) is the probability density
function of the hurricane wind speed (v) from the hurricane hazard modeling, which is represented
as a Weibull distribution for the studied building in a census tract. The direct loss in terms of repair
cost is calculated based on the damage ratio associated with a structure under a given hurricane
scenario. While building loss ratios based on the level of individual component damage state is
sufficient for quantification of the damage and loss for single buildings, regional loss, and
comparison of loss increase due to climate change, the cost-effectiveness analysis of the mitigative
measures requires the loss to be in dollar values. Hence, for each Damage States (DS) assumed, a
repair cost in the form of a lognormal distribution is generated with a mean value expressed as the
percentage of total building cost (Table 0.1) and a COV of 0.2 (Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017)
to account for the uncertainty of the repair cost due to factors such as local labor cost, local
construction practices, and availability of material. The calculated direct loss for each building type
can be then used with the number of buildings by type and average building value in the
investigated region to estimate the regional expected annual loss. Based on the calculated EAL for
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individual building types and acquired building inventory of the studied region, the regional
expected annual loss (REAL) is:
𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒

𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿 = ∑ ∑ 𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 . 𝑛𝑖𝑗

(0.3)

𝑗=1 𝑖=1

in which 𝑛𝑖𝑗 is the number of ith building type in the jth census tract, and 𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑖𝑗 is the expected
annual loss for the ith building type in the jth census tract.

3.3.4

Cost-Benefit analysis

In order to quantify the effectiveness of an adaptive measure, a cost-benefit analysis is
implemented, which considers the cost of different mitigation techniques and the benefits achieved
from the performance improvement of the studied buildings over their entire lifecycle (design life).
Since climate change is a long-term issue, it is vital to incorporate lifecycle engineering in
evaluating the impact of climate change on the expected loss and damage of infrastructures in the
future (Dong and Frangopol 2017). Furthermore, the cumulative damage, losses, and possible
benefit in monetary terms over the expected design life are of importance to decision-makers and
stakeholders when considering different adaptive options. The expected economic benefit of an
adaptive measure (B) is expressed as (Liel and Deierlein 2013):

𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟

𝐵= ∑
𝑡=0

𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑤𝑜 − 𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑅
− 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑅
(1 + 𝛾)𝑡

(0.4)

Where 𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑤𝑜 is the expected annual loss without any retrofits, 𝑅𝐸𝐴𝐿𝑅 is the expected annual
loss after retrofit implementation, 𝛾 is the monetary annual discount rate assumed to be 2% (Dong
and Frangopol 2017), and Year is the assumed as the total lifecycle for the investigated buildings
(i.e., 80 years when considering the climate scenario for the end of the century – the year 2100).
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑅 represents the cost of retrofitting that includes the cost of the material and the labor cost and
was obtained from the available literature. A summary of the considered adaptive strategies and
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the assumed initial implementation cost on existing structures extracted from Orooji et al. (2022)
and published component-level housing cost data included in RSMeans (Gordian 2013), is provided
in Table 0.2.
Table 0.2 Retrofit implementation cost for each adaptation strategy for a one-story residential
building
Abv.
Shutt
RDA
RWC

adaptive method
Install shutters & Install reinforced Garage door(s)
Roof Deck Attachment:
re-nailing
Roof to wall connection: Adding hurricane straps

Cost of implementation
$3,128 + $1,200
$10,770
$1,700

3.4 Future Hurricane risk and loss for wood-frame residential
buildings
Following the methodology explained in the previous sections, wind speeds in the selected regions
are assessed considering climate-dependent hurricanes simulated under different future climate
scenarios (RCPs 2.6, 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5). The annual maximum wind speed probabilities for each
census tract in a region is based on 90,000 years of hurricane simulation based on SST predictions
between the year 2020 and 2100, corresponding to each of the considered climate scenarios. The
potential changes in hurricane wind risk are presented in terms of maximum wind speed annual
occurrence probability, the annual probability of loss exceedance, and the expected regional loss
for the unmitigated “as-is” building inventory.

3.4.1

Effect of climate change on hurricane risk in the Gulf of Mexico

To evaluate the impact of climate change on the future hurricane wind hazard, the 3-sec gust wind
speed under different climate scenarios as a function of the Mean Recurrence Interval (MRI) for
the studied counties is evaluated at the centroid of each census tract for the present and future
climate scenario. The maximum wind speeds and the corresponding mean return intervals (MRIs)
for selected census tracts within the studied regions are shown in Figure 0.2. The simulated wind
speeds under the present climate scenario are also compared to the provided values by ASCE 7 for
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each location to validate the hurricane simulation procedure, and good agreement between the
values is observed across all MRIs and locations.
Under the present climate scenario (2020), it is observed that Harris County, TX, experiences the
lowest average wind speed across all MRIs, while Miami-Dade is experiencing a higher level of
wind speeds. The wind speed for 700-year MRI corresponds to the wind design level for Category
II structures which includes residential buildings in ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2017). The 700-year MRI
wind speed based on the simulated hurricane under the current climate scenario in Miami-Dade,
FL, is 169 mph, while this value is 139 mph for Harris County, TX, and 155 mph for Mobile
County, AL. The higher wind speeds under the current climate scenario are found to be
corresponding to regions that experience a higher average SST in their proximity, such as MiamiDade. Where the average SST in the vicinity of the study location is comparable, which is the case
for Mobile County and Harris County, the wind speeds are relatively higher for locations that are
adjacent to the coast (Distance to the coast) and have a lower surface roughness value (𝑧0 ), i.e., the
selected census tract in Mobile County, AL.
It is observed that the impact of climate change will lead to an increase in the intensity of design
wind speed for all studied locations. The difference in wind speeds across all return intervals
between the present and the future climate is found to be between 20 and 60 mph. However, the
increase in the present and future wind speed predictions are not uniform across different locations
and return periods. Under the RCP 8.5 climate scenario by the end of the century (average SST
increase of 2.8 ̊C), the 700-year MRI wind speed for Mobile County is predicted to be 186 mph,
experiencing a 20% increase. Meanwhile, under similar conditions for a similar return interval,
Harris County will experience a 171 mph wind speed, leading to a 23% increase in predicted wind
speeds. Miami Dade County is expected to experience a 55 mph increase (~+32%) for the 700-year
MRI wind speeds under the RCP 8.5 climate scenario leading to a 224 mph wind speed for this
MRI by the year 2100. A similar trend of increase in future wind speeds with less drastic differences
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is observed for more moderate climate scenarios. For RCP 2.6, which is the low-emission climate
scenario with approximately 1.0 ̊C increase in the global average SST, the difference between the
predicted wind speeds for present climate and RCP 2.6 climate is found to be between 10 mph and
15 mph, which leads to the predicted wind speeds to experience an increase up to 12% compared
to the year 2020.

Wind MRI for Mobile, AL
(30.6778,-88.0489)
z_0 = 0.343, Dist_coast = 1.2 mi

Wind MRI for Miami-Dade, FL
(25.7347,-80.2341)
𝑧_0 = 0.322, Dist_coast = 0.3 mi
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Figure 0.2 The 3-sec gust wind speed for different MRIs for Miami-Dade, FL; Mobile, AL; and
Harris, TX

Figure 0.3 presents the projected increases in the 700-year MRI wind speeds on ten-year intervals
between the years 2020 and 2100 under four studied climate scenarios. A dramatic increase in wind
speeds is expected when comparing the present and future predictions for locations that are adjacent
to areas with greater SST changes in their proximity, such as Miami-Dade, FL. Additionally, the
projected increase in the wind speeds when comparing the projected wind speeds for different
decades also suggests a non-uniform trend, as the projected increase in SST is both temporally and
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spatially uneven and fluctuating. For example, a significant increase in 700-year wind speeds is
expected for Miami-Dade over the next three decades, while Mobile, AL, and Harris, TX, will be
experiencing a significant increase in wind speeds towards the end of the century. Furthermore,
the predicted increase in intensity would lead to more frequent occurrences of intense winds across
all studied regions as the impact of climate scenarios such as RCP 8.5 is relatively higher on intense
winds with long return intervals. For example, the current 700-year MRI wind in Miami-Dade
County is expected to be an occurrence every 60 years by the end of the century. While an increase
in the future wind speeds due to the expected increase in the average SST is expected, it can be
suggested that due to the non-uniform predicted SST increase in the future under the studied climate
scenarios both spatially and temporally, the increase ratio in the wind speeds is projected to be
uneven and unequal for different regions and even different time periods. Hence, a non-linear
change in predicted future wind speeds is observed for all climate scenarios across all studied
regions.
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Figure 0.3 Projected percentage increases in the 700-year MRI wind speeds on 10-year intervals
between the years 2020 and 2100 under three studied climate scenarios

3.4.2

Effect of climate change on regional estimated loss due to hurricane
wind

In order to assess the performance of buildings during hurricanes, the characteristics of the wind
speed for the studied regions should be established. Given the hurricane intensity in terms of wind
speed probability, the Estimated Annual Loss (EAL), which is the average expected loss per year
calculated over a long period of time, can be assessed using Eq. (0.1) and (0.2). Subsequently, the
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probabilistic loss ratio of individual building types under a given wind scenario is obtained. Given
the probabilistic loss ratio and the total number of building types in a region, the regional expected
annual loss value for each hurricane hazard scenario considered under each climate condition can
be estimated.
The increase in losses between the present climate and the future climate scenarios for the studied
regions is quantified for ten years intervals between the years 2020 and 2100, as shown in Figure
0.4. Since comparison is made in terms of a ratio, the value is normalized for the average building
value and number of building types which makes it easier when comparing regions that vary in
size. However, the regional loss is also measured in terms of monetary value, which provides
further insight, especially when performing the cost-benefit analysis for different adaptive
measures. It is observed that the estimated annual losses are expected to increase in the future due
to the increase in hurricane wind intensities. Nevertheless, similar to the projected wind speeds, the
risk in terms of loss increases is not consistent across the studied locations and time frames. Under
the current climate scenario (2020), the annual average loss ratio for buildings across Miami-Dade
is the highest, while the lowest loss ratio is observed for Harris County. This is expected as the
wind hazard for Harris County was relatively lower on average compared to the other two studied
sites.
Meanwhile, for future climate scenarios, Miami-Dade still has the highest loss ratio by the end of
the century, while the lowest loss ratio is found in Mobile, AL. In fact, the loss ratio increase by
the year 2100 between Harris and Miami-Dade is comparable, while the wind hazard is relatively
higher for Miami-Dade. Thus, the future expected loss for a region that currently has a lower hazard
level and expected building damage at present could experience a tremendous increase in expected
regional loss in the future. It is worthwhile mentioning that the investigated time intervals (e.g., 10,
20, …, and 80 years from 2020) have a considerable effect on the expected annual loss of the
buildings, and the increase rate is not constant or linear over time. Under a low emission scenario
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like RCP 2.6 with minimum temperature increase, up to a 100% increase in the regional loss is
predicted by the end of the century. The predicted increase in the regional loss under moderate
emission scenarios such as RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 are comparable across all time frames and studied
locations as the expected increase in SST under these two scenarios are relatively close, which led
to comparable wind hazard profiles as it can be observed from Figure 0.2 and Figure 0.3.
When comparing the results from Figure 0.3 and Figure 0.4, it is observed that the changes in the
hazard level (i.e., wind speed) does not necessarily match the risk level in terms of loss ratio. For
example, the wind speeds for Harris in the future predictions are generally found to be lower than
Mobile for all of the return periods, yet the loss in Harris is found to be higher. The mismatch
between the changes in the wind speed hazard profile and the expected annual average loss may be
attributed to a number of factors. The annual frequency of a hurricane passing a region, the rate of
decay for a hurricane after landfall, hurricane size, and the radius to the maximum wind are among
the essential factors that are not reflected in maximum wind speed (Pant and Cha 2019; Wang and
Rosowsky 2012). Hence, even though the maximum wind speed is one of the most straightforward
and reliable metrics that could be used in hurricane loss assessment, the contribution from the
aforementioned parameters could change the hurricane loss estimation compared to when the risk
assessment is only based on maximum wind speed. Furthermore, the regional hurricane loss also
depends on factors such as building type composition and density in the studied regions, which
would greatly impact the outcome.
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Figure 0.4 Increase in losses in future climates compared to present climate (2020)

3.5 Component-based mitigation and cost-effectiveness
Adaptation actions refer to the enhancement and improvement of the building capacity by
increasing the ability of individuals or groups of structures subjected to hazard effects (Dong and
Frangopol 2017). The ultimate goal in pursuing adaptation actions should be to prevent or minimize
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potential climate change impact on society which may include enhancement of design standards,
utilization of new material, and retrofitting and strengthening of the existing structures (Stewart
and Deng 2015). In this study, the adaptation strategy considered is in the form of retrofitting and
strengthening existing structures by implementing robust and stronger component-based setups.
Similar to the method used in the previous section for calculation of the regional loss for wind
hazard under different climate scenarios, the predicted estimated regional loss considering different
mitigation measures are considered by accounting for the changes to the building type and the
building composition in a region. To study the effectiveness of each mitigation strategy, it is
assumed that the implementation takes place in the year 2020, and the accumulated total lifecycle
loss is calculated for the end of the century (i.e., 80 years lifecycle). To account for the mitigation
implementation, it is assumed that only the considered component is replaced with the new
mitigated and strengthened components, and other components are unchanged. Given the hurricane
wind hazard probability under the worst-case climate scenario of RCP 8.5 and the “mitigated”
building composition for each region, the lifecycle loss is computed using Eq. (0.3). Meanwhile,
the retrofitting implementation cost is based on the assumed cost from Table 0.2 and the benefit of
each mitigation strategy is assessed using Eq. (0.4). Values less than 0 denote that the mitigation
strategy is not cost-effective, while values greater than 0 denote that the considered mitigation
strategy is beneficial. Finally, the net benefit ratio compared to the estimated total regional loss
under RCP 8.5 is normalized to provide a better understanding of the effect without the impact of
size or building counts in a region.

3.5.1

Mitigation Planning

For an optimal mitigation implementation, a decision should be made regarding the types of
mitigative actions on the buildings within the investigated region under limited resources. During
the mitigation implementation, expected lifecycle loss and the total mitigation action cost are the
two main objectives considered and are sought to be minimized within an optimization procedure.
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In order to assess the effectiveness of different retrofitting measures in terms of lifecycle costs
reduction, the estimated annual loss (EAL) for each building type under the worst-case scenario
wind hazard (i.e., RCP 8.5) is calculated, and the building types are ranked based on their EAL and
their vulnerability. While the wind hazard profile varies significantly across different locations, the
vulnerability ranking is observed to stay unchanged across different studied regions. For example,
a gable roof with 6d nails @ 6”/12” roof to deck attachment, a Toe-nail roof-to-wall connection
with no shutters, and a weak garage door is the most vulnerable building type considered in this
chapter. Meanwhile, a hip roof with 8d nails @ 6”/6” roof to deck attachment, strap roof-to-wall
connection with hurricane shutters installed, and an SFBC 1994 garage door is considered the most
robust building type. The outcome based on vulnerability (or, conversely, performance) is directly
related to the lifecycle loss within a region. The goal is to achieve the maximum benefit by
minimizing the expected lifecycle loss and the total mitigation implementation cost. It is found that
the most optimum mitigation implementation is observed when studied mitigation is prioritized for
the most vulnerable building types based on the building type vulnerability ranking since the
assumed adaptive cost is fixed for the specific component. This would eventually lead to the
minimization of the total lifecycle loss within the investigated region for a given mitigative strategy
with a fixed implementation cost, which in return maximizes the benefit associated with structural
mitigative actions in a lifecycle context. Furthermore, where similar building types in terms of
vulnerability ranking are considered, it is observed that higher loss reduction and benefit is resulted
by prioritizing the building located in a census tract with higher wind hazard levels such as the 700MRI wind speed, which for different census tracts within a region is previously found out to be
impacted by average surface roughness and distance from the coast. To further investigate the
impact of each studied mitigation strategy and the trends of loss reduction and adaptation cost
increase, the implementation is assumed for a specific percentage interval of the buildings within a
region that are eligible for receiving them. For example, an 80% implementation percentage means
that 80% of the building types in a region that are eligible for receiving a considered mitigation
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measure (i.e., the “mitigated” building type leads to a better performance based on the vulnerability
ranking) were subjected to the mitigative actions. An optimum percentage-based implementation
approach was investigated for the cases where additional constraints, such as limited funding, are
introduced. It should be mentioned that for 100% implementation, the benefit due to the optimal
solution is unaffected since all eligible structures received the studied mitigation.

3.5.2

Cost-benefit assessment considering mitigation strategies

Following the method previously discussed with considered assumptions, the estimated regional
loss, mitigation cost, and benefits based on the optimum implementation procedure for each studied
mitigation measure at specific intervals for 80 years lifecycles are calculated and are presented in
Figure 0.5. The effectiveness and benefit of different mitigative actions with varying levels of
mitigation investment across different regions with different wind hazard profiles are investigated
to identify the effectiveness of each strategy. It has been found that all of the considered retrofits
led to a positive benefit; however, the effectiveness in terms of loss reduction and benefit of each
strategy varies. It is observed that under the RCP 8.5 climate scenario, which leads to the worstcase scenario hurricane wind hazard, a robust yet expensive RDA+RWC+Shutt (Roof to Deck
Attachment (RDA), Roof to Wall Connection (RWC) and Shutter and garage door (Shutt)) upgrade,
leads to the highest loss reduction and consequently, the highest benefit across all regions.
Meanwhile, the net benefit gained from such a strategy varies across the studied sites. For example,
the RDA+RWC+Shutt strategy, which is the costliest mitigation studied herein, is found to be the
most beneficial strategy for Harris, TX, significantly reducing the predicted regional loss ratio
compared to the estimated loss in 2020. Meanwhile, less loss reduction is observed for MiamiDade when comparing similar mitigation strategies. Such result could stem from the variation in
the current building types in each region and the fact that the ‘as-is’ building inventory of MiamiDade is more robust and resilient against wind hazard compared to Harris County. This can be
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confirmed by observing the significantly lower loss ratio in Harris County compared to MiamiDade when a full mitigation (RDA+RWC+Shutt strategy) of all possible houses is employed.
Amongst all single component mitigative actions, hurricane shutter installation and improvement
to the garage door (Shutt) leads to a significant reduction in regional loss value and ratio. Similarly,
RWC+Shutt and RDA+Shutt upgrades turn out to be significantly more beneficial compared to
RDA+RWC. Hence, the protection of windows and doors from the damage incurred by intense
winds is observed to be amongst the most beneficial approaches and should be prioritized when
considering mitigative actions to reduce structural lifecycle loss. When comparing the loss
reduction due to different mitigative actions, RWC leads to the least loss reduction across all
locations.
Meanwhile, when considering the mitigation cost and comparing the benefit to mitigation cost ratio
(herein referred to as effectiveness) for different regions, it is observed that RWC is the most
effective mitigation measure for all studied regions. Furthermore, while more benefit gain is
observed for the RDA strategy compared to RWC when comparing the estimated loss reduction
ratio, it is observed that the RDA mitigation is, in fact, the least effective mitigation measure. This
is due to the significantly higher assumed mitigation cost for this strategy. For a region with
predicted high-intensity winds and loss in the future, such as Miami-Dade, hurricane straps (RWC)
are considered a cheap yet significantly effective alternative mitigation. Hence, it can be said that
the benefit gained (reduced expected loss) from a mitigation strategy and the effectiveness of such
mitigative actions are different and vary significantly. The effectiveness and the benefit depend on
many factors, such as wind hazard intensity, building type composition, and the assumed mitigation
costs.
Additionally, selecting the “best” scenario is not necessarily a straightforward procedure, as the
needs and wants of the decision maker may not necessarily align with the selection of the strategy
with the highest benefit or highest effectiveness (benefit-to-cost ratio). Furthermore, on many
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occasions, there are limited funding and budget allocated to adaptive action planning, which makes
the effectiveness of a mitigation measure more critical than the loss reduction alone. For example,
with an allocated budget of 200 million US$ for Miami-Dade County in Florida, the most effective
mitigation action would be the installation of hurricane straps and shutters and reinforcing the
garage doors or the RWC+Shutt strategy. The retrofitting will be done for approximately 80% of
wooden-frame single-family buildings in this region, costing roughly $200 million. It is predicted
that this investment would lead to a $55.4 billion in averted loss over an 80-year period across this
region. With a similar allocated budget of $200 million, a 28% implementation of RDA+Shutt for
the most vulnerable buildings in Miami-Dade County could lead to a $29.9 billion loss reduction
compared to the unmitigated estimated regional loss under the RCP 8.5 climate scenario. A similar
approach can be implemented to identify the suitable mitigation strategy within specified
constraints such as a limited budget.
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Figure 0.5 Effectiveness of different studied mitigative measures for different regions for an 80year lifecycle period
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3.6 Conclusion
In this study, a computational framework for evaluation of the efficiency and cost-benefit of
different wind retrofitting strategies for wooden-frame residential buildings subjected to changing
hurricane wind hazard due to climate change is presented. The regional loss of residential buildings
in three different coastal communities located in the Southeast U.S. that are expected to have non
uniform exposure to hurricane wind hazard in the future is computed. Furthermore, the effect of
mitigative measures on structural performance over their lifecycle by the end of the century under
different climate scenarios is investigated. Based on the estimated benefit and mitigation cost by
the end of the century. Potential “best” retrofit strategies for residential buildings located in MiamiDade, FL; Harris, TX; and Mobile, AL; considering possible limitations in allocated resources and
efforts has been identified to achieve optimum outcomes in term of mitigated loss and mitigation
cost.
Given a study region and its building composition, under a specific hazard scenario based on a
climate scenario, this framework is capable of calculating the benefit and the efficiency of different
wind mitigation strategies and the implementation cost for specific time horizons that supports
investors' decision-making process.
The following can be concluded based on the analyses presented in the study:
1. The inconsistent changes in the predictions for climatic parameters such as the increase of
SST due to the impact of climate change, leads to a non uniform increase in the wind hazard
level across different coastal communities. The highest SST increase under RCP 8.5
climatic scenario occurred in the proximity of Miami-Dade County, FL, leading to a 33%
increase in the 700-year wind speed. Based on the estimated wind speeds on 10-year
intervals, it has been found out that the increase in wind speeds is not linear nor uniform
throughout the years. Investigations of the future hurricane wind hazards, regional losses
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and other implications under the impact of climate change should carefully evaluate the
changing climatic factors influencing the hurricane intensity.
2. The estimated regional losses under future climate conditions are predicted to be
approximately 2 to 4.7 times the estimated loss under current climate condition. Such
significant increase in regional losses due to hurricanes indicates the importance of disaster
preparedness studies as well as actions by the local and federal government in an effort to
improve the resiliency of the coastal communities through mitigative measures such as
building retrofitting. While Miami-Dade is expected to experience the most intense wind
speeds in the future, the regional loss increase ratio by the end of the century (year 2100)
for Harris, TX, and Miami-Dade, FL, are comparable. Such result could stem from the
variation in the current building types in each region and the fact that the ‘as-is’ building
inventory of Miami-Dade is more robust and resilient against wind hazard compared to
Harris County.
3. While some of the studied retrofitting strategies (i.e., RDA+Shutt and RDA+RWC+Shutt)
lead to a significant mitigated regional loss or benefit, the effectiveness of such strategies
due to their expensive implementation cost are considerably lower that other studied
strategies such as RWC or Shutt. As a result, a single optimum solution might not be the
only answer. Instead, it is recommended that a decision-maker considers the gained benefit
(mitigated loss) and the effectiveness (ratio of benefit to mitigation cost) of each strategy
to make informed decisions based on the need of the community, wind hazard probability,
building composition and particular goals.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF WIND RETROFITTING
STRATEGIES CONSIDERING REGIONAL SOCIAL
VULNERABILITY 3
4.1 Introduction
The impact of climate change on the communities and the built infrastructures has been recognized
as a worldwide issue with utmost importance. As such, they are preventing the severe implications
of climate change has been an important topic for researchers across different disciplines.
Hurricane, generically known as tropical storms, which are considered extreme weather event, is
considered among the most devastating natural disasters in the United States, causing significant
damage to properties and a heavy toll on human lives. Hurricanes gain their energy from warm
ocean waters that intensify them, leading to potential extensive damage and destruction. Hurricanes
cause intense winds, storm surge flooding, and heavy rainfall, potentially leading to inland
flooding. Due to the impact of climate change, hurricane-related hazards, such as intense wind
speeds, are expected to increase significantly in the future (Pant and Cha 2018; Rappaport 2014;
Snaiki et al. 2020). The observed trend based on the recorded hurricane data and losses from 1900
to 2005 indicates a 100% increase in hurricane losses in the U.S. Gulf coast region every ten years
(Pielke Jr et al. 2008). Further, based on the greenhouse gas emission scenarios of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), a minor to significant increase in the average
global surface and sea surface temperature (SST) is expected in the future (IPCC 2019). Significant
research has been devoted to understanding the impact of climate change on hurricanes. The
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majority of these studies agree that the predicted increase in the average global temperature will
very likely lead to an intensification of future hurricanes, leading to a potential rise in hurricaneinduced losses on communities and infrastructures (Bjarnadottir et al. 2014; Esmaeili and Barbato
2021; Hallegatte 2007; Knutson et al. 2010; Pant and Cha 2019; Salman et al. 2020; Snaiki et al.
2020). Due to the effects of climate change and the population growth in the coastal regions,
damage to buildings, specifically light-frame wooden structures, due to hurricane hazards has the
potential to increase significantly (Gurley et al. 2005; Lee and Ellingwood 2017; Lin et al. 2019;
Pielke Jr et al. 2008; Snaiki et al. 2020).
Due to the increasing trend in hurricane loss and damage under the impact of climate change, there
have been extensive studies regarding the eff of climate change on hurricane hazard (Esmaeili and
Barbato 2021; Marsooli et al. 2019; Mudd et al. 2014), single structure loss (Barbato et al. 2013;
Masoomi et al. 2018; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017), regional loss (Legg et al. 2010; Pant and
Cha 2019; Wang and Rosowsky 2018) and effectiveness of different mitigation plans (Dong and
Frangopol 2017; Orooji et al. 2022). However, most of the current performance assessment studies
for buildings under hurricane threat assume that the wind speeds are stationary with time and do
not consider the potential impact of climate change. Where a non-stationary hurricane hazard model
is used, the models are based on purely statistical approaches without any consideration of
atmospheric parameters such as SST, vertical wind shear, or moisture content which influence the
intensity of hurricanes. Currently, there are few studies that have investigated the cost-effectiveness
of different adaptation planning to achieve optimum loss mitigation for residential buildings at a
regional scale that would consider the uncertainties of climate change effect.

Moreover, limited studies have investigated the interaction of natural hazards, the physical damage
sustained on infrastructures, and the impact on socioeconomic resilience metrics throughout the
community on a regional level (Bocchini et al. 2014; Roohi et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2021). The
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review of the existing literature shows that certain demographic groups or individuals belonging to
a particular social status group could be more susceptible to hazard impacts. Since the considered
hurricane hazard is dynamic through time and an increase in the intensity is expected due to the
impact of climate change, a comprehensive study regarding affected different demographics and
the study of the influence of changing climate on current and future socioeconomic metrics are of
great importance. One such study is done by Bjarnadottir et al. (2011), in which a Coastal
Community Social Vulnerability Index (CCSVI) is introduced to evaluate the social vulnerability
of hurricane-prone regions. This metric is based on different social characteristics (e.g., race, age,
gender, and socioeconomic status) that measure the impact of climate change on the regional social
vulnerability in Miami-Dade County, FL. This index is helpful in comparison of social vulnerability
between different regions but provides limited insight into specific social metrics such as the
proportion of people losing their jobs. Furthermore, Similar to many studies on climate change, the
impact on future hurricane hazards is not a direct function of potential future climatic conditions
(wind speed and surge assumes to change from -5% to +15% at an increment of 5%). More recently,
Wang et al. (2021) studied the effectiveness of different wind retrofitting strategies on the physical
damage, economic loss, and social resilience metrics on a community level for the 2011 Joplin
tornado. This study examines the damage to different building types due to intense tornado wind
load and its influence on population stability metrics such as population dislocation. This research
has been done for tornadoes, a small-scale extreme weather event that usually last only a few
minutes with a small footprint, that impacts a smaller region for a brief time compared to hurricanes.
Furthermore, most of the existing studies focus on the hazard under the current climate conditions.
Due to the predicted increase in the future hurricane intensity and the wind speed, the possible
impact of climate change on the future hazard and the corresponding long-term impacts and
influence on social metrics such as population dislocation and job loss considering different social
characteristics within a community requires further attention.
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In this chapter, the performance assessment of wooden frame residential structures that are most
prone to hurricane-induced wind hazard is investigated. Years of climate-dependent hurricane
ensembles are simulated in which the intensity of a hurricane at each step is considered as a function
of the environmental parameters, most importantly sea surface temperature and its future
predictions under each climate scenario. Using the climate-dependent hurricane wind hazard, the
physical damage to residential buildings in each region is assessed. The assessed damage and loss
are then used in the social and economic modeling based on the recorded historical hurricane data
to evaluate the regional loss and social metrics such as population Dislocation (Dis.), Need for
Emergency Shelter (NES), and Job Loss (JL). Then the effect of retrofitting measures is estimated
to provide further insight into the effectiveness of each strategy by comparing the social and
economic resilience metrics. The proposed approach is illustrated on wooden-frame single-family
residential buildings, which are considered among the most common and vulnerable types of
residential buildings, located in Miami-Dade County, Florida; Mobile County, Alabama; and Harris
County, Texas. These regions have high population densities and show a significant, non-uniform
increase in critical environmental factors such as SST, which is expected to experience a nonuniform increase in future hurricane wind hazards.
In the following sections, the methodology for hurricane simulation for present and future climate
scenarios is outlined. Then, the damage models are deployed to evaluate the social metrics based
on historic hurricane survivors' poll data and the social characteristics and demographics of each
region, using a Logistic Regression (L.R.) method. Finally, the effect of different retrofits on the
expected loss and social metrics is assessed and the best mitigation strategies based on both social
and economic metrics, considering their cost and benefit, are quantified and presented.

4.2 Climate-dependent hurricane wind hazard
The structural performance of buildings and the corresponding physical damage can be expressed
as a function of wind speed. The wind speed is a necessary input for damage assessment and is a
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function of hurricane intensity. Currently, there are two main approaches for modeling the
hurricane wind hazard – using statistical methods to extract hurricane parameters and wind profile
probability distribution (Cui and Caracoglia 2016; Pei et al. 2014) or using physics-based empirical
equations developed based on recorded hurricane parameters and environmental factors such as
seas surface temperature and air moisture content at the location of hurricane eye (Mudd and
Vickery 2015; Snaiki et al. 2020; Vickery et al. 2009). A climate-dependent hurricane simulation
based on a physics-based model, captures the effect of changes to the climatic parameters on the
intensity of the hurricanes and is capable of providing predictions of future hurricane intensity and
wind hazard. In this study, the hurricane simulation process following the general framework
introduced by Vickery et al. (2000) is adopted to establish climate-dependent hurricane ensembles
corresponding to each studied climate scenario. An example of the application of this method is the
design wind maps in ASCE 7-16 standard (ASCE 2017), commonly used for design of different
structures for wind load. Sea surface temperature (SST) predictions under different studied climate
scenarios are used as the input in the hurricane model to evaluate the hurricane intensity.
For each simulated hurricane year, the annual hurricane genesis frequency is based on a negative
binomial distribution (Vickery et al. 2009). The initial parameters at the genesis point of each
hurricane is are randomly selected from the hurricane recorded data (HURDAT) (Landsea et al.
2015) that accounts for seasonality and genesis location of the hurricanes in the North Atlantic
Ocean. The hurricane track is updated on specific time steps (6-hour intervals) until the hurricane
is dissipated. The central pressure of the hurricane on water, which is a measure of its intensity, is
calculated as a function of SST. The recorded monthly average SST values on a 1 × 1° grid were
obtained from the Hadley Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) database (Rayner et al.
2003) and used in the hurricane model for the present climate scenario. Meanwhile, the projected
future SST on a monthly average basis by the end of the 21st century (period from the year 2081 to
2100) under different RCPs is predicted and can be accessed from the Coupled Model
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Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) on a grid with a 1 × 1° resolution (Held et al. 2019). For
this study, as the effectiveness of different retrofitting measures are being considered and
compared, the worst-case scenario greenhouse gas emission scenario, RCP 8.5 is considered which
is expected to lead to the most significant increase in SST, hurricane intensity and physical damage
on infrastructures and residential buildings. These SST projections are extracted from Geophysical
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) models of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
Using a Monte-Carlo simulation to capture the uncertainties associated with hurricane simulation,
80,000 years of hurricane events are simulated in which the projected SST changes for the studied
climate scenarios is used to calculate different hurricane properties such as intensity, central
pressure, and radius to the maximum wind (RMW) along its path, necessary for the calculation of
the wind speed at a specific location. Then, a wind field model (Georgiou 1986) is used to convert
the hurricane parameters such as intensity and radius to the maximum wind (RMW) to gradient
wind speeds and wind pressures that impacts the building site. The gradient wind speed can be
converted to surface wind speed using the conversion factors provided by Lee and Rosowsky
(2007). Suitable Weibull distribution fit for the recorded maximum wind speeds at each location is
established that represents the hurricane wind hazard. The Weibull shape parameters are site
specific to each location within a region for each studied climate scenario.

4.3 Physical damage state assessment
Once the hurricane wind hazard probabilities are determined, component resistance statistics and
vulnerability models such as those provided in HAZUS (FEMA 2012) can be used to estimate the
damage state and the probability of the damage level exceeding within a year. Using a Monte-Carlo
simulation to consider the uncertainty in the load and resistance, the component resistance statistics
are used to compare the wind load established in the previous section and resistance of structural
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components to estimate the damage level in each component. Then, the evaluated damage level in
each component is compared to the specified building damage states in Table 0.1 to convert the
individual component damage into a damage state corresponding to a damage ratio (or loss ratio)
for the building. Four different descriptive damage states varying between 1 (minor damage) to 4
(destruction), are considered for the structural performance of the residential buildings under
hurricane winds. These damage states (DS) are defined in relation to the performance of the
building envelope as well as the habitability status of the building.
Table 0.1 Damage States (DS) for wooden frame residential buildings (FEMA 2012; Masoomi et
al. 2018)
Damage
State (DS)

Qualitative
Measure

Roof covering
failure
>2% & ≤15%

Window/door
/garage
failure
1

Roof
sheathing
failure
No

Roof-to-wall
connection
failure
No

1

Minor Damage

2
3
4

Moderate Damage
Severe Damage
Destruction

>15% & ≤50%
≥50%
≥50%

>1 and ≤ 3
> 3 and ≤ 4
>4

1-3 panels
>3 and ≤25%
>25%

No
No
Yes

Based on the defined damage states, a fragility analysis is performed to derive the probabilistic
quantification of the structural performance. For each damage state, a damage model (fragility
function) is extracted for individual building types. Fragility functions are cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) and are defined as the probability of damage reaching or exceeding a certain
damage level (i.e., damage state) for a given hazard intensity measure. For hurricane wind hazards,
the intensity measure is often assumed as a maximum 3-sec gust wind speed (V). As such, the
building fragility 𝐹𝑅𝑖 (𝑣) can be evaluated from Eq. (0.1).
To assess the physical damage due to hurricane wind hazard and derive the necessary fragility
curves, the buildings with similar wind performance in a study region are divided into specific
"building types".
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The following variations in structural components are considered for different residential buildings:
•

Roof Shape: Hip or Gable

•

Roof sheathing nailing pattern: 6d @ 6"/12", 8d @ 6"/12", 8d @ 6"/6"

•

Roof-to-wall connection type: Toenail or Straps

•

Shutter & Garage Door: No Shutter and No Garage, No Shutter and Weak Garage, No
Shutter and Standard Garage, installed Shutter and Reinforced Garage door

Based on these variations, 60 different types are considered for the buildings in the studied regions.
The building types in each region are selected such that they can accurately represent the windresistance characteristics of the buildings in the region. Wood-frame buildings are considered in
this study as these structures account for the majority of residential buildings in the Southeast U.S.
and are more vulnerable to wind hazard compared to other residential building types. Using the
aforementioned methods, the fragility functions for different damage states corresponding to each
of the 60 building types as a function of wind speed are established. The current building inventory
composition, percentage of different building types based on their wind performance and their
average property value across the studied locations are directly adopted from HAZUS. Further, this
study only investigates the hurricane risk for one-story, single-family wooden frame residential
buildings for illustrative purposes. It should be noted that the building inventory composition
considered for future loss estimation is assumed to be unchanged and similar to the present climate
scenario since the purpose of this study is to investigate the efficiency of different adaptive
measures without introducing uncertainties in other parts of the modeling (e.g., building numbers,
value, types, vulnerability, fragility).
Retrofitting of residential structures is an essential tool used in risk mitigation of wood-frame
buildings. Different sets of retrofitting strategies are considered in this chapter to investigate their
effectiveness as well as the impact they have on social metrics within a hurricane-struck community
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with varying demographic proportions. A summary of the considered mitigation strategies for the
most susceptible elements in a wooden-frame residential building is provided in Table 0.2.
Table 0.2 Different types of retrofitting strategies on a component base for residential buildings

Strategy

Retrofitting measure

Shutt

Install shutters & Install reinforced Garage doors

RDA
RWC

Re-nailing of the Roof Deck Attachment
Adding hurricane straps as Roof to wall connection

4.4 Social vulnerability assessment
In this study, to assess the impact of hurricane wind hazard on different demographics of the
affected population, a social vulnerability model based on the survey data from the survivors of
historic hurricane events is considered. The hurricane-induced physical damage in terms of the
building damage state is directly considered in this model. The damage state of a studied building
is representative of the consequence of the hazards on the living environment of its inhabitants. The
social characteristics considered in this stage are gender, race, age, and income. Accordingly, the
hurricane social vulnerability model developed herein integrates the building damage state
(economic aspect) and the social characteristics and demographic parameters (social aspect) to
assess social impact factors such as the Need for Emergency Shelter (NES), population Dislocation
(PDL) and Job Loss (JL), each of which provides valuable insight. For example, an assessment of
NES provides a better understanding of required emergency shelter demand and possible
evacuation routes in a studied region. Meanwhile, the Job Loss (JL) assessment provides a gauge
of the financial implications of a hurricane event for the regional population. Finally, PDL, which
is defined as a household leaving their housing unit after an event for at least a month, provides a
means to understand the population stability within a region.
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The hurricane social vulnerability model predicts the studied social impact factors using a logistic
regression model based on the Hurricane Katrina Survivor poll (American Red Cross/USA
Today/Cable News Network 2005) for each individual with specified social characteristics (Race,
Age, Gender, Income) and the estimated building damage state (each of which is referred to as
socioeconomic factors). Amongst all the recorded historic hurricanes, Hurricane Katrina is
considered one of the most devastating hurricanes that affected a broad region in the southeast
United States. The Hurricane Katrina Survivor poll has the records of the building damage state as
well as the social characteristic of the 1,510 people from Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama that
were surveyed in this poll. Since this poll represents the behavior of people living in different
regions across the U.S. southeast coast, it is considered a suitable candidate for establishing a social
vulnerability model for the regions under study.
The general form of logistic regression is:
𝑛

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑦) = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 . 𝑥𝑖

(0.1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑦) is the log-odds of the dependent social impact factor y, 𝛽𝑖 is the coefficient of
logistic regression for the ith socioeconomic variable, 𝑥𝑖 represents each considered independent
socioeconomic variable (each of the social characteristics or the building damage state), and n is
the total number of considered independent variables. There are four social characteristics
considered for each individual: Age and Income are considered continuous variables, while gender
and race are taken as categorical variables. Meanwhile building damage state is taken as an ordinal
variable, in which 1 is assumed completely destroyed, 2 is damaged and unliveable, 3 is damaged
but liveable, and 4 is no damage.
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Thus, using the methodology described above and using the survey poll data, including the social
characteristics and building damage state, the final form of the equations for the social vulnerability
assessment model for each of the considered social metrics are:

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑁𝐸𝑆) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐷𝑆 . 𝐷𝑆 2 + 𝛽𝐴𝐺 . 𝐴𝐺 4 + 𝛽𝑅𝐵 . 𝑅𝐵 + 𝛽𝑅𝐻 . 𝑅𝐻 + 𝛽𝑅𝑂 . 𝑅𝑂 + 𝛽𝐼𝑁 . 𝐼𝑁

(0.2)

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝐷𝐿) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐷𝑆 . 𝐷𝑆 4 + 𝛽𝑅𝐵 . 𝑅𝐵 + 𝛽𝑅𝐻 . 𝑅𝐻 + 𝛽𝑅𝑂 . 𝑅𝑂 + 𝛽𝐼𝑁 . 𝐼𝑁

(0.3)

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝐽𝐿) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝐷𝑆 . 𝐷𝑆 5 + 𝛽𝐺 . 𝐺 + 𝛽𝑅𝐵 . 𝑅𝐵 + 𝛽𝑅𝐻 . 𝑅𝐻 + 𝛽𝑅𝑂 . 𝑅𝑂 + 𝛽𝐼𝑁 . log (𝐼𝑁)

(0.4)

where 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑁𝐸𝑆) is the log-odds of the need for emergency shelter, 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑃𝐷𝐿) is the log-odds
of a dislocated individual after a month due to a hurricane, 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑁𝐸𝑆) is the log-odds of job loss
due to a hurricane. DS represents the damage state of the building inhabited by the individual (DS
= 1, 2, 3, 4); AG is the age of the individual; G represents gender (G=0 for male, G=1 for female);
IN is income(in $1,000) for the individual; RB, RH, and RO represent African-American race,
Hispanic race and other races (excluding White, African-American and Hispanic), respectively (=1
individual from that race, = 0 individual not from that race). The parameters of the logistic
regression are then estimated by maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) for the individuals from
the survey poll and are presented in Table 0.3.
An Akaike information criterion (AIC) method was used to evaluate the best fit for each equation,
and only the variables that are statistically significant are considered in the final form of each
equation. A p-value less than 0.05 is observed for the significant variables that are included. Thus,
the statistically significant social characteristic and demographic factors that have the most impact
on the social vulnerability metrics are identified and is used to establish the log-odds for each
individual within a region. It is worthwhile mentioning that physical damage to the building in
terms of damage state, which is a direct function of the wind hazard, is one of the most essential
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parameters considered, making it possible to account for the impact of climate change on social
metrics in the future.
Table 0.3 Coefficients of the logistic regression for the socioeconomic variables (Pant 2019)
COEFFICIENT
𝜷𝟎

NES
−0.41410

PDL
−3.3564

𝜷𝑫𝑺

−9.045 × 10−3

−2.521 × 10−3

𝜷𝑨𝑮
𝜷𝑮
𝜷𝑰𝑵

−2.480 × 10−8
N/A
−1.6996

N/A
N/A
N/A

JL
0.79848
−9.370
× 10−3
N/A
0.3405
−3.8002

𝜷𝑹𝑩
𝜷𝑹𝑯
𝜷𝑹𝑶

0.9673
0.5496
1.1648

0.7721
−98.3990
1.5675

0.5212
0.8899
1.2138

To assess the occurrence probability of the three impact factors, the log-odd, 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑦) is converted
to a probability of occurrence for the social impact factor, 𝑝(𝑦) as given below.

𝑝(𝑦) =

1
1
=
𝑛
1 + exp [−(𝛽0 + ∑𝑖=1 𝛽𝑖 . 𝑥𝑖 )] 1 + 𝑒 −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑦)

(0.5)

Based on Eq. (0.5), it is observed that 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑦) and 𝑝(𝑦) are positively correlated, meaning an
increase in the log-odd value leads to an increase in the probability of occurrence of the hurricane
impact factor. By looking at Eqs. (0.2), (0.3), and (0.4), considering the extracted coefficient values,
it can be derived that an increase in a social impact variable (𝑥𝑖 ) with a negative coefficient (𝛽𝑖 )
leads to a decrease in the probability of the considered social impact. An example of such variables
is DS (damage state = [1, 2, 3, 4] - a higher value representing a lower damage degree), suggesting
that a decrease in the damage state of the house leads to a decrease in the probability of NES, PDL,
and JL. Another example from Eq. (0.2) and (0.5) is IN (income in $1,000) which suggests that as
income increases, the probability of NES and JL decreases. When it comes to race social
characteristics, as the reference category is taken to be white, a positive coefficient indicates a
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higher social impact on an individual from that race compared to a similar individual belonging to
the White race. Except for a negative coefficient value for the Hispanic race considering dislocation
(PDL), a positive coefficient value is observed for all races for all considered social impact factors,
which suggests all the non-White races are found to be more vulnerable compared to the White
race. The negative coefficient value for the Hispanic race considering population dislocation (PDL)
could be attributed to a modeling error resulting from the low percentage of the data points from
this demographic compared to other groups in the survey poll, as can be observed from Figure 0.1.
In fact, a certain level of error in the social impact modeling is unavoidable and expected as the
surveyed population does not provide enough data points for some of the represented demographic
groups.
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Figure 0.1 Demographic composition for the survey data and the studied regions
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4.5 Impact of climate change on the regional social vulnerability
In this section, the previously established social vulnerability model based on the logistic regression
method is used to evaluate the social impact factors, which are NES, PDL, and JL, under current
and future climate by considering the regional variability in population demographic factors for
selected counties: Harris, TX; Mobile, AL; and Miami-Dade, FL. Race, Gender, Age, and Income
are the four demographic characteristics considered in this study, and the population demographic
compositions are obtained from the most recent census data available (U.S. Census Bureau 2020)
for each of the selected regions. The composition of different demographic groups for each studied
region, as well as the surveyed population, are shown in Figure 0.1. It should be noted that the
demographic composition considered for the future climate scenario is assumed to be unchanged
and similar to the current climate scenario since the purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
changes in the social impact factors (NES, PDL, and JL) due to the climate change and investigating
the efficiency of different retrofitting strategies without introducing uncertainties in other parts of
the modeling (e.g., population demographics and compositions, building types and numbers).
Meanwhile, the fragility curves representing the probability of exceeding a damage level for a
specific building type as a function of the wind speed are utilized to assess the building damage
state for each individual considered. Furthermore, the number of each building type in each census
tract of a studied county is also extracted from HAZUS (FEMA 2012), which represents the
building type composition and, as a result, the building vulnerability to wind hazards in each region.
To account for the demographic variation, building type composition, and uncertainty involved in
this procedure, a Monte-Carlo simulation is employed to assess the average annual probability of
occurrence for the studied social impact factors. 20,000 hurricane years are considered, in which a
maximum wind speed at a census tract level in each county is sampled from the Weibull distribution
representing the hurricane wind hazard for the considered climate scenario. For each hurricane
year, 1,000 individuals are randomly sampled for their four social characteristics based on the
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demographic compositions of the studied county (see, Figure 0.1). Similarly, a building type is
attributed to each individual by randomly sampling from the building inventory in each region that
represents the building type composition in that region. The damage state of the attributed building
type ('as-is' or retrofitted) is randomly selected based on the fragility curves and the sampled
maximum wind speed for that hurricane year.
After establishing the necessary socioeconomic variables for the social vulnerability model, the
annual average probability of occurrence of an individual impacted by NES, PDL, and JL in a
county is calculated using Eq. (0.2), (0.3), (0.4) and are presented in Figure 0.2. It should be noted
that the estimated total number of affected people per year can be obtained by multiplying the
average annual occurrence probability by the total population of a region.
It is observed that the influence of climate change on hurricane wind threats results in an increase
in the annual probability of occurrence for all three investigated social impact indicators. However,
because of disparate increases in the hurricane wind threat, this shift is not consistent throughout
the studied locations. Under the future climate scenario, RCP 8.5 for the year 2100, higher wind
risk levels are found in regions where there is a higher increase in SST in the approximate area,
such as Harris County, Texas. As a result, it is projected that Harris and Miami-Dade counties
would experience a greater increase in hurricane social risk level than Mobile County (lower SST
increase, lower wind speed increase). With that being said, the population demographics and
building type distribution within a county have a significant influence on how people behave during
and after an occurrence of a disaster, and the likelihood of NES, dislocation, or job loss is influenced
by them. For example, Mobile, AL, which exhibits the most significant percentage of population
displacement in both the present and projected climatic scenarios while having the lowest wind risk
level in both, provides a compelling argument for the significance of social impact traits of a region.
Thus, the assessment of a hurricane's social impact factor within a region is a complex procedure
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that depends on varying key factors such as wind risk level, building type composition, and
demographic of the population.
According to the social impact results for RCP 8.5, the probability of dislocation (PDL) for an
individual in Miami-Dade is predicted to increase up to four times by the end of the century
compared to the current climate, while this rate would be 3 and 3.4 times higher for an individual
in Harris County and Mobile County, respectively. Mobile, Alabama, has the highest annual
probability of a displaced person among all the study sites, at 0.14%. According to the survey data
demographic composition depicted in Figure 0.1, the increased PDL probability in Mobile can be
attributed to the significant changes in social parameters such as Race and Income level compared
to the other studied region. When comparing the job loss (JL) impact factor, the increase in the
future climate compared to the current climate for Harris, Mobile, and Miami-Dade is determined
to be approximately 3.74, 3.71, and 2.71 times, respectively. Similar trends are observed for NES
probabilities, where a 0.3-0.8% increase in occurrence probability for an individual is seen. The
greater increase for Harris and Mobile's NES and JL impact factors can be attributed to the
considerable changes in the wind speeds in the future for these regions compared to Miami-Dade.
The lowest probabilities across all studied locations are observed in Harris County, TX, with an
8.4%, 0.1%, and 1.4% probability for an individual to be affected by NES, PDL, and JL. This could
be a possible indication of a more resilient community given its population demographics and a
more robust residential building inventory.
In light of these findings, it can be concluded that a region's social characteristics are the deciding
elements in determining the probability of the social impact factors, while the trend of the wind
hazard appears to have a more substantial influence on changes to these factors in the future. High
variation in the demographic composition of each region combined with different wind hazard and
risk profile, leads to specific results that makes each region unique on its own. Hence, specific
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temporal and spatial trends for wind risk, regional loss, economic and social impacts purely based
on statistics of recorded hurricane data is hard to identify or observe.

Need for Emergency Shelter (NES)

Population Dislocation (PDL)
0.16%

Annaul Average probab. of ocucrence
p(PDL)

Annaul Average probab. of ocucrence
p(NES)

10.00%
9.50%
9.00%
8.50%
8.00%
7.50%
7.00%

0.14%
0.12%
0.10%
0.08%
0.06%
0.04%
0.02%
0.00%

Job Loss (JL)
Annaul Average probab. of ocucrence
p(JL)

6.00%
5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
2.00%
1.00%

0.00%

Figure 0.2 Annual probability of occurrence for an individual to be affected by NES, PDL, and JL
for present and future climate scenarios for retrofitted and 'as-is' residential buildings

By employing a similar methodology, the hurricane social impact factors are evaluated under the
future climate of RCP 8.5 for the residential buildings in each region that undergo different
retrofitting strategies, mitigating the physical damage and loss to the buildings. It has been found
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that any reduction in the physical damage to the residential building that lowers the average damage
state for all individuals taken into account also reduces the likelihood that the studied social impact
factor will occur. However, the effectiveness of these retrofitting measures varies significantly. For
instance, a strong RDA+RWC+Shutt retrofitting action in Miami-Dade is seen to significantly
lower the rate of job loss (JL) in the future, from a 5.2% annual probability to 2.7%. In contrast,
Mobile and Harris see a smaller decline in the potential job loss, from 2.1% and 1.4% to 0.7% and
0.4%, respectively. These probabilities under such a robust retrofitting strategy even lead to
comparable results to the current climate values for these two sites. It should be noted that a 1.0%
job loss rate reduction in Harris, Texas, results in a sizable number of residents compared to smaller
counties like Mobile due to disparities in the overall population of the regions.
Another great example of the varying impact of retrofitting measures is clear from the results on
Population Dislocation (PDL). Mobile, AL, is predicted to have the highest dislocation probability
for RCP 8.5 by the end of the century, yet, under some of the studied retrofitting measures, the
population dislocation occurrence probability is lower than Miami-Dade. Such results indicate that
the impact of different mitigation strategies is not uniform and significantly varies based on many
involved parameters, more importantly, such as population demographic and building type
compositions.
Installation of shutters and reinforcing the garage doors lead to the highest level of mitigated
potential damage to the building. Lower average building damage across a region results in a lower
probability of a house losing its habitability which in this study is considered in terms of damage
states. Thus "Shutt" retrofit strategy is considered to be the best single-component adaptive measure
in this chapter.
Additionally, to evaluate the level of uncertainty and variation in the results of the social
vulnerability model, the standard deviations for each considered scenario is provided in Table B-1
in the Appendix B. comparable values for standard deviation is observed across all locations when
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considering each of the social impact factors. The average standard deviations across all locations
are found to be 3.48%, 0.06% and 1.22% for NES, PDL and JL, respectively.

4.6 Conclusion
To improve the resiliency of a community threatened by natural hazards risk for today and
tomorrow, the use of a risk-informed decision-making framework that accounts for the hazard risk
and its future changes, as well as important economic and social impact factors is required. Due to
the effects of climate change, an increase in the future hurricane intensity is anticipated, which
raises the risk of wind hazards for coastal communities across the United States. This change in the
risk profile is unique for each community due to inconsistent changes in the environmental
parameters such as SST. In order to improve planning and decision-making concerning resource
allocation and bolster the resilience of coastal regions, the increase in wind hazards and potential
changes in structural damage of residential buildings need to be quantified. Furthermore, based on
the previous studies and the gathered data from the survivors of natural hazards such as hurricanes,
it is clear that the severity of natural disasters' impact on individuals varies significantly depending
on their social characteristics.
In this chapter, using a logistic regression method, a population social vulnerability model based
on the social characteristic data collected from survivors of Hurricane Katrina was developed. This
model helps capture the impact of different social characteristics to evaluate the rate of Need for
Emergency Shelter (NES), Population Dislocation (PDL), and Job Loss (JL) for an individual
within a community or region that a hurricane has struck. These social factors include Race, Age,
Gender, and Income of an individual. In addition, the social vulnerability model also considers the
physical state of residential buildings, enabling it to capture changes in wind hazard risk due to
climate change in terms of sustained physical damage to the building. Finally, different wind
retrofitting measures that would reduce the physical damage state of a residential building is
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considered, and their influence on social impact factors is investigated to identify the effectiveness
of these mitigations considering both social and economic implications.
The following can be concluded based on the analyses presented in the study:
1. The predicted increase in the wind hazard risk in the future due to the expected changes in
the climatic parameters such as SST leads to an increase in the rate of Need for Emergency
Shelter (NES), Population Dislocation (PDL), and Job Loss (JL) across all studied
locations on the southeast U.S. coasts. A 0.3%-0.9% increase in the occurrence probability
of Need for Emergency Shelter (NES) by the end of the century for the RCP 8.5 climate
scenario is noted. This increase in annual rate is approximately 0.04%-0.1% for population
dislocation (PDL). Meanwhile, the probability of job loss (JL) due to hurricanes in any
given year increased by 1.0%-3.3% for the year 2100 under the worst-case climate scenario
(RCP 8.5).

Due to the variation in regional population demographics and social

characteristics, non-uniform wind hazard increases, and the building type composition
variations, a non-uniform increase across all studied regions is observed.
2. An increasing trend is observed for the annual rate of all studied social impact factors due
to climate change. However, it is noted that the social vulnerability of a region highly
depends on the demographic composition, while the predicted changes for these values
follow the trend set by the changes in the wind hazard profile. For example, while the
highest increase in wind speed is observed for Miami-Dade County, the highest dislocation
probability (PDL) by the end of the century is observed for Mobile, AL. This outcome is
potentially due to significant variations in the four considered social characteristics and the
demographic variations in each studied community. Specifically, Race and Income level
are found to be greater contributors when considering the derived coefficients for the social
vulnerability model and their demographic variations between Mobile and Miami-Dade.
The lowest annual probabilities for all of the studied social vulnerability factors are
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observed for Harris County, TX. However, a low annual occurrence probability does not
warrant a low number of affected populations as this region has a higher population than
the other coastal regions investigated herein.
3. The effectiveness of different wind retrofitting measures on the NES, PDL, and JL was
studied in which all of these strategies led to a reduced social vulnerability of the studied
region. However, the efficiency of these retrofits varies significantly for each region and
each social vulnerability factor. Case in point, a minor and relatively uniform reduction in
NES rate is observed for all study sites for the future climate change for all of the
investigated retrofits. In contrast, a significant reduction in population dislocation
probability is observed across all locations, specifically Mobile County. Mobile, AL, has
the highest population dislocation annual rate under the RCP 8.5 by the year 2100, yet,
affected by some of the considered retrofitting measures, the probability turns out to be
lower than Miami-Dade County. This disparity in results for Mobile County indicates that
while a general strengthening of the structural setup for residential buildings due to
retrofitting leads to a lower social vulnerability impact factor, the effectiveness of a
mitigation strategy is considerably affected by the population demographics of a region
that dictates the behaviour of specific individuals after a hurricane event. Amongst all
considered retrofitting strategies, a robust RDA+RWC+Shutt leads to the lowest rate for
social vulnerability impact factors, closely followed by the RDA+Shutt across all regions.
While this framework provides valuable insight into the future hurricane threat and its impact on
social aspects, there are limitations in the accuracy of the physical and social vulnerability model.
These uncertainties could potentially stem from the simplification assumptions, such as the
unchanged demographics or building inventory composition in a region for future scenarios.
Moreover, while survivor poll data are a valuable source in establishing social vulnerability models
that help to study and predict the behavior of individuals during natural disasters such as hurricanes,
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only a few are currently available that provide accurate and demographically comprehensive
information. A case of such an event was the under-representation of the Hispanic race in the
survivor poll data, which would lead to reduced accuracy in the prediction power of the social
vulnerability model for regions with high Hispanic populations, such as Miami-Dade, FL. By
establishing a social vulnerability model based on more comprehensive and inclusive data of the
individuals impacted by natural disasters, the accuracy of estimated social vulnerability rates for a
community would considerably improve. In addition, such calibrated social metrics model would
help devise detailed mitigation plans, which would eventually improve the resilience of
communities against natural disasters such as hurricanes by assessing the social vulnerability
metrics and identifying vulnerable demographics.
The major contribution of this work is the quantification of the impact of climate change on the
social vulnerability factors for future hurricane wind hazards across coastal U.S. communities.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of potential retrofitting strategies for hurricane wind loading in
terms of their influence on social vulnerability metrics based on the demographic composition of a
region is quantified. Quantifying these effects for a set of examined different retrofits at a regional
level provides substantial help to stakeholders and decision-makers in improving the resiliency of
coastal communities and mitigation planning. In addition, the assessment of the important social
metrics for the population of a hurricane-stuck region can potentially lead to the identification of
the more vulnerable demographics within the region so necessary and effective actions can be taken
to improve the resiliency of the community better aimed on specific demographics or regions that
are inhabited by specific residents that share a specific social characteristic.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, APPLICATIONS, AND
FUTURE WORK
5.1 Summary
This research developed a framework for socioeconomic vulnerability assessment of residential
buildings subjected to hurricane hazards considering the impact of climate change. Furthermore,
an evaluation of the efficiency and the lifecycle cost-effectiveness of several component-based
wind retrofitting measures for wooden-frame residential buildings in the future is performed and
the efficiency and gained benefit of each strategy is quantified and compared. The wind hazard
under different climatic conditions was derived from simulated climate-dependent hurricane
ensembles using the predicted climatic parameters such as sea surface temperature. The benefit
gained in terms of mitigated loss and the efficiency (mitigated damage to implementation cost ratio)
of different wind retrofits has been also quantified. By combining the results of the estimated
regional hurricane loss corresponding to the varying wind hazard profile for mitigated building type
composition of a region with the evaluated regional social impact factors (i.e., Need for Emergency
Shelter, Population Dislocation and Job Loss) based on regional population demographics,
potential “best” retrofitting strategies for future climate scenarios are identified.

The research and its contributions are summarized below.
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1. A physics-based climate-dependent hurricane simulation method that considers the
changes in climatic parameters such as SST was used to generate the hazard probability
profile for wind speed and storm surge for different coastal communities across the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts under current and future climate scenarios. The changes of risk level due
to the increase in intensity of future hurricane for both hazards were quantified. The impact
of climate change on sea level rise and hurricane frequency changes by the end of the
century have also been investigated.

2. A framework for assessment and evaluation of regional estimated loss of residential woodframe buildings subjected to hurricane wind hazards under different projection of climatic
conditions have been developed. Using the wind hazard probability extracted from climatedependent hurricane simulation, this framework is capable of assessing the future expected
regional loss for the current building composition within a region. This framework was
demonstrated for three coastal counties.

3. The potential changes in the regional estimated loss under current and future climate on
10-year intervals were investigated to evaluate the changes in the risk profile through time.

4. The developed regional loss estimation framework was employed to assess the efficiency
and the gained benefit from available component-based wind retrofitting strategies.
Different implementation ratios under different prioritization orders were considered to
identify the “best” mitigation approaches in terms of cost-benefit efficiency and mitigated
regional loss.

5.

Using a logistic regression method, a population social vulnerability model based on the
social characteristics collected from survivors of Hurricane Katrina was developed. This
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model helps capture the impact of different social characteristics to evaluate the rate of
Need for Emergency Shelter (NES), Population Dislocation (PDL), and Job Loss (JL) for
an individual within a community or region that a hurricane has struck. The considered
social factors include Race, Age, Gender, and Income of an individual. physical state of
residential buildings in terms of damage state is considered in the social vulnerability
model, enabling it to capture changes in wind hazard risk due to climate change in terms
of sustained physical damage to the building.

6. Different wind retrofitting measures that would reduce the physical damage state of a
residential building is considered, and their influence on social impact factors using the
developed social vulnerability model, is investigated to identify the effectiveness of each
mitigation strategy, considering both social and economic implications.

5.2 Conclusions
Major conclusions and findings from the proposed framework and the case studies considered are
summarized below.
1. Due to climate change and the predicted increase in sea surface temperature, the intensity
of future hurricanes is expected to increase for all the locations across the Atlantic and the
Gulf of Mexico coast. Since the most significant changes in SST are predicted around the
Northern-Atlantic coast, more intense hurricanes are expected in this area specifically. As
wind speed is a function of hurricane intensity and is sensitive to the central pressure,
higher wind speeds with more frequent intervals are predicted in the future. The most
significant increase in wind speeds is observed on the northeast Atlantic coast, with some
areas showing an increase of more than 60% for high return period winds under the most
extreme future climate scenario. it has been found that the current 700-year wind speed in
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the Atlantic coast will occur approximately every 30-60 years in 2100, while the 700-year
wind will be an event with 140–200-year intervals for the Gulf of Mexico, under the highemission climate scenario of RCP 8.5 by the end of the century.
2. Due to the warming global temperature, an increase in the hurricane induced storm surge
height for future climate scenarios is noted. However, the storm surge height relies on
factors other than hurricane intensity like environmental properties, including geographical
layout and bathymetry, and hurricane track characteristics like heading angle, translational
speed, and landfall location. Hence, the predicted surge results show a slight increase
compared to the wind speed. The 100-year surge height for the present climate is expected
to become a 25–50-year occurrence under RCP 8.5 climate scenario.
3. The inconsistent changes in the predicted climatic parameters such as the SST due to the
impact of climate change, leads to a non-uniform increase in the wind hazard level across
different coastal communities. Based on the estimated wind speeds on 10-year intervals, it
has been found out that the increase in wind speeds is non-linear and erratic throughout the
years and do not follow a specific trend.
4. The estimated regional losses due to hurricanes under future climate conditions are
predicted to grow approximately 2 to 5 times the current estimated loss for studied sites.
The estimated regional loss for regions with significant increase in wind speed were found
to be comparable to regions with considerably lower increase in wind speed by the end of
the century. This signifies the importance of the regional building type composition, and
the fact that a small increase in hurricane wind hazard does not necessarily lead to low
regional loss in the future and other factors such as the current resiliency of the community
plays an important role.
5. The efficiency and the gained benefit from different wind retrofitting strategies vary
significantly based on key parameters such as initial regional building type composition,
wind hazard profile, implementation cost. While implementation of some of the studied
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retrofitting strategies lead to a significant mitigated regional loss (benefit), the
effectiveness of such strategies due to their expensive implementation cost are considerably
lower that other strategies with low implementation cost and low level of mitigated damage
and loss. As a result, a single optimum solution might not be the only answer. Instead,
when mitigation plannings are in order, it is recommended that the gained benefit
(mitigated loss) and the effectiveness (ratio of benefit to mitigation cost) of each strategy
for a region is considered to make informed decisions based on the need of the community,
wind hazard probability, building composition and particular objectives.
6. The predicted increase in the wind hazard risk in the future due to the expected changes in
hurricane intensity leads to an increase in the rate of Need for Emergency Shelter (NES),
Population Dislocation (PDL), and Job Loss (JL) across studied locations on the southeast
U.S. coasts. Due to the variation in regional population demographics, the spatially
inconsistent increase in hurricane wind hazard, and the building type composition
variations, a non-uniform increase in these social impact factors across all studied regions
is observed. It is noted that the social vulnerability of a region highly depends on the
demographic composition, while the predicted changes for these values follow the trend
set by the changes in the wind hazard profile. It was observed that specific individuals from
different demographics could be more vulnerable to hurricane hazards compared to others
and the impact of hurricanes is not uniform throughout a community. A clear temporal
and/or spatial trend based on historic hurricanes under current climate scenario is hard to
derive. As a result, study of a specific site for economic and social impact of hurricanes
under future climate scenarios is recommended as variations in wind risk, building type
composition, and population demographic significantly influences the future expected
outcomes. Hence, each location and time frame considered is a unique separate case.
7. The efficiency of wind retrofits varies significantly for each region and each social
vulnerability factor. While each retrofitting strategy leads to a lower probability of
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occurrence for social vulnerability factors, the effectiveness of a mitigation strategy is
considerably affected by the population demographics of a region that dictates the behavior
of specific individuals after a hurricane event.

5.3 Applications and Recommendations for Future Study
The proposed framework in this study can be used for pre-disaster preparation and mitigation
planning for future hurricanes by considering the potential changes in the hazard risk due to climate
change on.
The specific ways in which the framework can help achieve these are summarized below.
1. The developed framework is based on a probabilistic approach that accounts for
uncertainties inherent in hurricane simulation, future climate condition predictions,
structural risk assessment, and quantification of social vulnerability metrics. Thus, this
framework can be employed for future hurricane regional risk assessment and evaluation
of efficiency of retrofitting strategies in terms of physical, economic and social metrics.
2. By providing in-depth information regarding the lifecycle loss in the future with and
without mitigative actions, the predicted benefit gain and the effectiveness in terms of
benefit to mitigation cost ratio are assessed, and suitable mitigation approaches are
identified. Investigating such adaptive measures ensures improved performance of
structures in the long term, which guides stakeholders and decision-makers in governments
in allocating funds and efforts for hurricane risk management and enhanced community
resiliency.
3. Detailed building type composition and population demographic data for any region can
be used as inputs to assess social and economic metrics for resiliency for specific building
types or on a regional scale. The evaluated social and economic metrics considering the
impact of climate change provide valuable insight regarding predicted building damage
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level, regional loss, and population vulnerability factors (such as dislocation, need for
emergency shelter, and job loss).
4. The resiliency of different building types with specific component types which were
studied as retrofits can also be used as a design tool to improve resiliency level both on a
single building or regional scale. The effect of different retrofitting strategies for hurricane
wind loading and the mitigated building damage and loss is quantified in terms of impact
on socioeconomic metrics which greatly helps decision-makers in allocating limited
resources to achieve optimal benefit.

The present research has also helped to identify the following areas for future studies:

-

With time, more recorded data of hurricanes and their impacts in terms of physical damage
and social impacts across different demographics will be available, which improves the
accuracy and the confidence level of predictive models used in this framework to project
the future conditions under the impact of climate change. Specifically, more recorded
hurricane parameters would improve the accuracy of the climate-dependent hurricane
simulation model since the time span for the available accurate historic recordings of
hurricanes are rather short (i.e., starting from 1950s). Furthermore, detailed study of the
social implication of historic and future hurricanes would help in capturing the behavior of
individuals within a community pre- and post-disaster and help in significantly improving
the efficiency of social vulnerability models.

-

While the proposed framework evaluates the efficiency and gained benefits of multiple
wind retrofitting strategies for hurricane wind hazards based on the potential structural
damage, a comprehensive study that includes possible mitigative measures for other major
hazards of hurricanes such as storm surge and rain ingress, as well as the possible
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interdependency and interactions between these strategies could provide valuable insights
for decision-makers and stakeholders.
-

In this study, the impact of climate change on regional loss and social vulnerability impact
on a community is modeled in terms of estimated structural damage due to intense wind.
A community is a complex system that includes layers of infrastructures and utility
networks that are interdependent (i.e., transportation, power distribution, water
distribution, etc.). As such, a comprehensive model that considers the infrastructure
functionality, infrastructure damage state and functionality failure impact could provide
further insight on the potential changes in the regional loss and social vulnerability due to
climate change. Naturally, investigation of possible methods for improving the resiliency
of crucial infrastructures and the efficiency of such strategies in terms of implication on
the community and inhabitability of residential buildings can be considered as the next
step.
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Appendix A: Empirical Track Hurricane Simulation Model
Genesis model
The number of storms to be simulated in any year is obtained by sampling from a negative binomial
distribution (Landsea et al. 2010; Vickery et al. 2009) with a mean value of 11.20 storms/year and
a standard deviation of 5.6 storms per year based on statistical analysis of historic hurricanes
records from 1944 to 2020. The genesis point of each storm is sampled from the historic hurricanes
recorded in HURDAT (Landsea et al. 2015) to provide starting coordinates, date and time, initial
heading, and translational speed for the initial point. Using this sampling method of historic
hurricanes ensures that the climatology and seasonal preferences for the genesis point of the storm
are retained (Vickery et al. 2009).

Track model
After the selection of the genesis point for a hurricane, the Track module estimates the new position,
speed, and heading angle of the storm on 6-hour intervals using Equations (A.1) and (A.2):

𝛥 𝑙𝑛 𝑉𝑡 = 𝑎1 + 𝑎2 𝜓 + 𝑎3 𝜆 + 𝑎4 𝑙𝑛 𝑉𝑡(𝑖) + 𝑎5 𝜃𝑖 + 𝜀𝑉𝑡

(A.1)

𝛥𝜃 = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 𝜓 + 𝑏3 𝜆 + 𝑏4 𝑉𝑡(𝑖) + 𝑏5 𝜃𝑖 + 𝑏6 𝜃𝑖−1 + 𝜀𝜃

(A.2)

where, 𝑎𝑗 (𝑗 = 1,2, . . . ,5) and 𝑏𝑘 (𝑘 = 1,2, . . . ,6) are coefficients of linear regression, 𝜓 and 𝜆 are
the latitude and longitude of hurricane centre, 𝑉𝑡(𝑖) is the translational speed of the hurricane at time
step i, θi is the heading angle of the hurricane measured from north at time step i and −180 <
𝜃𝑖 < 180, εc and εθ are random error terms for translational speed and heading angle. The
coefficients are derived for each cell from a 5𝑜 × 5𝑜 grid over the entire Atlantic basin by
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performing a linear regression analysis. In cases where there are insufficient data to calculate the
coefficients for a given grid, the coefficients from the nearest neighbouring grid are used.

Intensity model
The central pressure of a storm on the ocean is modeled using the relative intensity (RI) technique
pioneered by Darling (1991) coupled with the sea surface temperature (SST), which relates the
hurricane central pressure deficit, ∆𝑝, to the greatest possible central pressure deficit allowed for
given meteorological conditions (Vickery and Twisdale 1995). The relative intensity of the
hurricane at each step is calculated for each point along the track on the ocean using Equation (A3).

𝛥 𝑙𝑛( 𝑅𝐼)𝑖+1 = 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 . 𝑉𝑠(𝑖) + 𝑐3 . 𝛥 𝑙𝑛( 𝑅𝐼)𝑖 + 𝑐4 . 𝛥 𝑙𝑛( 𝑅𝐼)𝑖−1
(A.3)
+𝑐5 . 𝛥 𝑙𝑛( 𝑅𝐼)𝑖−2 + 𝑐6 . 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑖 + 𝑐7 . 𝛥𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑅𝐼
where, 𝑐𝑗 (𝑗 = 1,2, . . . ,7) are the coefficients of linear regression, (𝑅𝐼)𝑖 is the Relative Intensity
value at step i, 𝑉𝑠 is the environmental shear (m/s) between 850 and 200 mb pressure levels, 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑖
is the sea surface temperature at current point in ̊C, 𝛥𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑖 is the changes in sea surface temperature
between previous point and current point (𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑖 ); and 𝜀𝑅𝐼 is a random error term. The procedure to
calculate RI, has been discussed in details by Darling (1991).
The environmental parameters like tropopause temperature (𝑇0 ) and wind shear 𝑉𝑠 in Equation
(A.3) were obtained from the NCAR re-analysis database (Kalnay et al. 1996), providing data on a
2.5𝑜 grid. The sea surface temperature (SST) values for the years 2005 and 2020 were obtained
from the Hadley Ice and Sea Surface Temperature (HadISST) database, which provides monthly
mean values on a 1𝑜 grid recorded from 1870 to present (Met Office 2006). The projected SST
under different future climate change scenarios represented by RCPs is obtained from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). The relative humidity is assumed herein as a
value of 0.80 (Mudd and Vickery 2015).
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Decay model
Once a storm makes landfall, its central pressure deficit (∆𝑝) decreases, which weakens and decays
the storm. To model the changes of the central pressure due to landfall, the filling rate (decay)
model by Vickery (2005) is employed. For each region, the difference in central pressure for time
t after landfall, ∆𝑃𝑐 (𝑡), is defined as:
𝛥𝑃𝑐 (𝑡) = 𝛥𝑝0 . 𝑒𝑥𝑝( − 𝛼𝑡)

(A.4)

where 𝛥𝑝0 is the central pressure difference at the time of landfall, and 𝛼 is an empirical decay
constant, for location of the landfall. The empirical decay constant 𝛼 can be calculated as:

𝛼 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝛥𝑝0 + 𝜀𝛼

(A.5)

where, 𝛼0 and 𝛼1 are the exponential filling rate constants and εα is the error term which obeys
normal distribution error term.

Wind field model
The asymmetric wind field model, first developed by Georgiou et al. (1983), is used to calculate
the gradient wind speed from hurricane parameters as given below:
1
𝑉𝑔 = (𝑉𝑡 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝑓. 𝑟)
2
(A.6)
1
𝐵. ∆𝑃 𝑅𝑀𝑊 𝐵
𝑅𝑀𝑊 𝐵
+ √ (𝑉𝑡 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 − 𝑓. 𝑟)2 +
.(
) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− (
) ]
2
𝜌
𝑟
𝑟
where f is the Coriolis parameter, r is the distance from hurricane eye to the location of interest, ρ
is the air density and ΔP is the central pressure difference which is a function of SST from Intensity
model. RMW is the radius to the maximum wind speed which can be calculated from the hurricane
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parameters (Vickery and Wadhera 2008) and B is a pressure profile parameter (also known as
Holland B parameter, a dimensionless parameter that controls the shape of the wind profile
proposed by Holland (1980)) can be calculated by using RMW, f, ΔP and SST (Vickery et al. 2009).
Since RMW and B are both a function of ΔP (central pressure difference), their values are also
function of SST. These parameters are calculated at every time interval and used to calculate the
gradient wind speed for the study location. Then, the gradient wind speed is converted to wind
speed at 300m (V300 ) elevation using wind adjustment factors provided by Franklin et al. (2003).
Using equation (A.7), the mean wind speed at 300 m elevation is then converted to 10m elevation
(Franklin et al. 2003; Pita et al. 2012).

𝑉10 = 𝑉300 .

10
𝑙𝑛 ( 𝑧 )
0

300
𝑙𝑛 ( 𝑧 )
0

(A.7)

where 𝑧0 is the surface roughness length. Finally, the mean surface wind is converted to 3s-gust
wind speed using 1.46 as conversion factor which is provided in ESDU model (ESDU 1983).
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Appendix B: Statistics of Social Vulnerability Model
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Table B-1 – Statistical parameters for the calculated annual probability of occurrence for NES, PDL and JL under current and future RCP 8.5 climate
by the end of the century
Miami-Dade
Ave. Annual
Prob.
NES
PDL
JL

Miami-Dade
Standard
Deviation
NES
PDL
JL

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

8.9%
0.0%
1.9%

9.7%
0.1%
5.2%

9.5%
0.1%
4.9%

9.6%
0.1%
5.1%

9.4%
0.1%
4.4%

9.5%
0.1%
4.4%

9.2%
0.1%
2.8%

9.4%
0.1%
3.9%

9.1%
0.1%
2.7%

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

0.03238838
0.000406382
0.007502996

0.035442
0.001444
0.020427

0.034911
0.001303
0.018098

0.035311
0.001379
0.019941
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0.034421
0.001034
0.018039

0.034774
0.001231
0.017484

0.0334717
0.000742
0.0125062

0.03436226
0.00101281
0.01793508

0.033375542
0.000692975
0.012123748

Mobile
Ave. Annual
Prob.
NES
PDL
JL

Mobile
Standard
Deviation
NES
PDL
JL
Harris
Ave. Annual
Prob.
NES
PDL
JL

Harris
Standard
Deviation
NES
PDL
JL

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

8.7%
0.0%
0.6%

9.1%
0.1%
2.1%

9.0%
0.1%
1.5%

9.1%
0.1%
1.8%

8.9%
0.1%
1.2%

9.0%
0.1%
1.4%

8.8%
0.0%
0.7%

8.9%
0.1%
1.1%

8.8%
0.0%
0.7%

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

0.034375507
0.000344288
0.004201387

0.035444
0.000779
0.008949

0.035102
0.000672
0.007304

0.035316
0.000683
0.008277

0.034917
0.000517
0.007262

0.034985
0.000585
0.006651

0.0343777
0.0003099
0.0041005

0.0348915
0.0005038
0.00720724

0.034227281
0.000296451
0.004191431

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

8.1%
0.0%
0.4%

8.4%
0.1%
1.4%

8.3%
0.1%
1.0%

8.3%
0.1%
1.3%

8.2%
0.0%
0.9%

8.3%
0.0%
1.0%

8.1%
0.0%
0.4%

8.2%
0.0%
0.9%

8.1%
0.0%
0.4%

RCP 8.5 – Year 2100
Shutt
RDA+RWC RDA+Shutt RWC+Shutt RDA+RWC+Shutt

Current
Unmitigated

Unmitigated

RDA

RWC

0.033047855
0.000232005
0.002987248

0.034125
0.000756
0.009151

0.033766
0.000625
0.007026

0.03404
0.00066
0.00641
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0.033642
0.000474
0.007376

0.033915
0.000521
0.006212

0.0403807
0.0004179
0.0048806

0.0374111
0.0004473
0.0074577

0.033089759
0.000225358
0.003576931

